

















THE YEAR ENDING DECEMBER 31
1889.
Also, the Mayor's Inaugural Address, Reports of City
Officers, Board of Instructioa, etc.
PORTSMOUTH
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Hon. EDMUND S. FAY, Mayor.
ALDERMEN.
Ward 1—Daniel Casey, Ward 2—True W. Priest,
Isaac Furber, Charles H. Downs,
Samuel J. Gerrish. Artliur W. Walker.
Ward 3—Daniel J. Avers. Ward 4—Daniel Marcy,
Horace W. Gray.
MP:RCER GOODRICH, City Clerk.
COMMON COUNCILMEN.
DENNIS J. SULLIVAN, Pkesident.
Ward 1—Charles M. P'oote, Ward 2—Joseph H. Jameson,
John H. McCarthy, Thomas Leary,
Cornelius O'Keefe, James Brougiiton,
Benjamin F. Canney, Dennis J. Sullivan,
Daniel M. Camp. George Boss,
Sidney Winn. Daniel P. Pendexter.
Ward 3—Michael F. Canty. Ward 4—Henry M. Gregg,
Bartholomew Flynn, Jr. Thomas J. Goodwin,
William G. Smart,
William P. Gardner,
CHARLES E. SENTER, Clerk.
ASSESSORS OF TAXES.
Allison S. Littlefield, Theodore G. Perkins, Charles H. Gar-
rett. John Conlon, William W. Cotton, Gideon H. Rundlett,
Alexander L. Rand, William P. Bennett, Stephen A. Preble.
OVERSEERS OF THE POOR.
The Mayor, chairman, ex-officio, Charlie M. Newton, How-
ard S. Laskey, George W. Scott, Freeman Pearson,
BOARD OF INSTRUCTION.
Edmund 8. Fay, Chairman, Charles H. Morss, Secretary.
Alfred Gooding, John J. Laske}', Henry E. Hovey, Richard
I. Walden, Term expires August 1890.
David Urch, Ira C. Seymour, Winthrop Hoyt, Charles E.
Batchelder. Term expires August 1891.
Charles A. Sinclair, Andrew P. Wendell, Isaac Furber,
Timothy F. Cronin. Term expires August 1892.
Superintendeyit of Schools, Charles H. Morss.
TRUSTEES OF PUBLIC LIBRARY.
President, the Mayor, ex-officio.
Three Years—Andrew B. Sherburne and Emma J.W. Magraw.
Two Years—Mary E. Prescott and William H. Sise.
One Year—Frank Jones and Frances A. Mathes.
Dennis J. Sullivan, President of Common Council.
Charles A. Hazlett and William G. Billings.
Treasurer, Charles A. Hazlett.
Librarian, Robert E. Rich.
FIRE DEPARTMENT.
Chief Engineer, Herbert A. Marden.
First Assistant Engineer, Willa»'d J. Sampson
Assistant Engineers, Willard M. Gra}', John Turner, George
A. Jackson.
Clei'k of Fire Dejmrtment, Samuel R. Gardner.
Superintendent of Fire Alarm Telegraph, Wilber I. Trafton.
POLICE.
Jxtstice of Police Court, Charles E. Batchelder.
Special Justice, Marcellus Bufford.
City Solicitor, Calvin Page.
City Marshal, Jefferson C. Rowe.
Assistant Marshals, Daniel J. Hurley, Fred H. Akermau.
Captain of Night Police, Ozro J. Hobbs.
Watchme7i, Constables and Police Officers, Richard D. Smart,
Robert A. Stott, James Kehoe, Daniel J. Lynch, Michael
Hurlej', Edward Watkins, Cornelius Reagan and Cornelius
Quinn.
OTHER CITY OFFICERS.
City Treasurer, John J. Laskey.
City Collector, John J. Laskey.
City Messenger, Samuel R. Gardner.
Street Commissioner, William G. Marshall.
Superintendent of Goodwin Park, Marcel lus Eldredge.
City Physician, Andrew B. Sherburne.
Superintendent of City Farm, William H. Seymour.
Board of Health, Henry F. Clark, John J. Grogan, Walter
S. Gray, Benj. M. Parker.
Harbor Master, Ebenezer G. Adams.
Port Wardens, Daniel Littlefield, Howell C. Russell, John
S. Vogler.
Lot Layer, Alfred C. Hoyt.
Surveyors of Highways, District 1, Charles A. Garland;
District 2, Hiram Chase ; District 3, Eugene Flynu ; District
4, Washington I. Drake; District 5, Ernest H. Rand ; Dis-
trict 6, Frank H. Seave3-.
Lispector of Petroleum, Frank Horrocks.
Sealer of Weights and Measures, John H. Wells.
Keeper of Powder Magazine, Andrew P. Wendell.
Fence Viewers, Jefferson C. Rowe, Abram S. Waldron,
Nathaniel K. Raynes, Charles W. Norton.
Lamplighters, Samuel Webber, William P. Gardner.
Fish and Game Wardens, A. B. Sherburne, Charles E.
Grover, True W. Priest.
Weighers, Hiram F. Williams, James M. Salter, Edward
Newman, Otis F. Philbrick, William P. Pickett, Arthur W.
Walker, Soloman Seymour, Gardner J. Greenleat, Abram S.
Waldron, John E. Dimick, Frank Langley.
Measurers of Wood, Benjamin M. Parker, Daniel Little-
field, Hiram F. Williams, Otis F. Philbrick, Arthur W. Walk-
er, Charles E. Walker, James S. Wood, Frederick W. Rogers,
William P. Pickett.
Surveyors of Lumber, Benjamin M. Parker, Thomas E. Call,
Jr., Daniel Littlefield, Frank Sides.
INSPECTORS OF CHECK LISTS.
Ward 1—William PL Littlefield, James Quinn. Ward 2
—
Charles H. Downs, Joseph Jameson. Ward 3—Daniel J.
Ayers. Ward 4—George Adams. Samuel R. Gardner,
Clerk.
SELECTMEN.
Ward 1—Charlie M. Newton, William Morrissey, Charles A.
Garland.
Ward 2—John S. Frisbee, Orwin Griffin, Benjamin Russell.
Ward 3—James G. Locke, Frank G. Sherburne, John Jones.
Ward 4—Willard M. Gray, Herman A. Brackett, Albert E.
Grover.
MODERATORS.
Ward 1—John S. Whiddcn. Ward 2— Hicliard T. Call.
Ward 8—Ira G. Eastman. AVard 4—Horace W. Gray.
M^ARD CLERKS.
Ward 1—Josepli F. Sullivan. Ward 2—Walter H. Page.
Ward 3—Daniel D. Waldron. Ward 4—Charles E. Sentei'
InAUGUSAL ^BBfiESS
OF
HON. EDMUND S. FKY, MHYOR,
AUGUST 13th, 1889.
Gentlemen of the City Councils :
While the majority of you have in previous years held va-
rious positions in our city government and are* familiar with
the management and condition of its affairs, I come into the
honorable and responsible office that I have this day assumed,
without any previous experience of the duties required of me,
and almost entirelv unacquainted with the matters regarding
which I shall be called upon to act.
You will not, therefore, at this time, expect me to give
much information of value, or to call your attention to an}'
subject relating to the welfare of our city, which is not better
known to you than to me, and regarding which you are better
able to judge than I.
During the course of my administration I trust, by careful
and diligent attention to my duties, to learn something of the
city's needs, and to be able, from this time, to lay before you
the results of my observations and experiences, to the end
that we may lose no opportunity of promoting the welfare aad
happiness of our citizens and thereby increasing the prosperi-
ty and growth of our city.
STREETS, ROADS AND BRIDGES.
To my mind, in a city like ours, which during a part of the
year is filled with visitors from all over the country, in search
of pleasure, there is nothing so important as clean and tidy
streets in good condition for travel. From the condition of
the streets the stranger forms his opinion of the condition of
the citv.
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In my judgment, our streets have been steadily and surely
growing worse during the past two years, and are now more
out of repair than they have been for many years. There
was appropriated in 1888 for repairs on streets, roads, bridges
and sidewalks, a total of $13,600 and an additional sura of
.^2,500 for improvements on Sagamore road. But I find that
there was expended, in 1888, upon streets, roads, bridges and
sidewalks, $20,589.16 and upon Sagamore road $17,^514.75
making a total of $38,203.91 ; which is in excess of the ap-
propriations by the sum of $22,102.91 showing the expendi-
ture of more than double the amount of the appropriations
yet the law strictly forbids the approving or paying of a bill
against any exhausted appropriation. And these figures do
not give the exact amount expended under this head, because
other sums were received from other appropriations and else-
where, and expended to the amount ot $849.07.
I am unable to inform you what sums have been since paid
on account of Sagamore road, out of the appropriations for
the present year, for our streets, roads and biidges, but you
may be able to form some estimate of the amount from the
present coodition of these appropriations. There was ap-
propriated for the present year for streets the sum of $14,000,
which is the largest amount ever appropriated iu this city for
streets. But up to July 30th there had been expended $10,-
053.92, 30 that we have left only $3,946.08 for the remaining
five months of the year. The appropriation for roads and
bridges was $2,800.00, but in seven months there has been
expended $2,929.82, leaving a deficit. of $129.82, though the
year is but little more than half gone. The appropriation for
sidewalks was $1,500.00 but that is all gone and $212.31 in
addition. Consequently you will see that though the streets
are in very poor condition, and though the appropriation for
this year was very much larger than ever before, yet we have
a very insignificant amount of money available for use in this
department, during the remainder of the year, and not a sin-
gle dollar for sidewalks, roads, and bridges. We must re-
member that fr ra the small balance left us for use upon the
streets, in addition to the expense of keeping all the city
horses, paying the teamsters and making oixlinary and neces-
sary rep>iirs, we shall be obliged to see that during the com-
ing winter months of the year, the streets are kept passable
fr m snow, and its sidewalks in safe condition. This expense
will be necessarily considerable, but the amount cannot be
closely estimated. If we should turn to the contingent fund
of $3,000.00 appropriated for the present year, and seek to
obtain a part of that for use iu an emergency, we shall find
that, thus early in the year, this whole appropriation has dis-
appeared and an additional sum of $373.74 with it.
The situation seems to call for the strictest economy in the
use of the small balance of the unexpended appropriation for
streets, and also for some immediate action on your part,
which will provide some means of obtaining money for use, on
our sidewalks, roads and bridges for the next five months.
You should also take some measures which will ensure here-
after a more effective use of whatever shall be appropriated,
and better results therefrom.
STREET LIGHTS.
Another matter of importance to a cit^', second only to the
streets, is that of street lights. In these days, no city of any
size, which expects to keep pace with the improvements and
progress of the age, depends upon gas lights for street light-
ing, where electric lights are practicable, and nearly every city
in the country is lighted b^' electricity.
I am not aware that there is any complaint made from an}'
quarter regarding the system of lighting in use in our city, or
the manner in which the work of lighting is done. But it has
been suggested by some citizens, who have taken no means of
ascertaining the facts, that the price paid for the electric lights
by the city is too much.
The contract under which the lighting has been done re-
quires the lights to be burning as early as needed, and to con-
tinue until one o'clock a. m., every night in the year, making
an average of more than six hours per night, or at least 2200
hours each year. For this the city pays $100.00 for each light
annually, or about 4 and 1-3 cents per hour.
In other cities, where less price is paid, the lights burn only
until 11 or 12 o'clock, and are only lighted when there is no
moon, averaging about 300 nights per year, while the number
of lights paid for is much larger, in most places, and therefore
the cost of each light should be less than where there is a
small number.
In other cities in New Hampshire, I find the following prices
paid per year : Dover, 100 lights to midnight, 300 nights in
the year, per light, $80.00; Concord, 17 lights to midnight,
300 nights in the year, per light, $100.00 ; Keene, 36 lights
to 11 o'clock, $100.00; Manchester, 2-40 lights all night,
average per light, $150.00.
In Nashua 137 lights were for a time furnished from dark to
midnight, for $65.00 per light per annum, but the lighting
company declined to continue the lighting, for less than $84.00
per night.
Providence, R. I., has 247 lights, and pays 50 cents per
light each night.
In Massachusetts, I find ihat the annual rates were as fol-
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lows : Fall River, 45 lights all night, .per light, $180.00 ; Mai-
den, 82 lights to midnight, 25 nights per month, $90.00 ; New-
burvport, 103 liglits t> midnight when there is no moon, $80.-
00 ;' Gloucester," 13 lights to midnight, $9G.OO ; Milford, 33
lights to midniiiht, $100.00 ; Cambr.dge, 105 lights all nigbt,
per light, $180.00; Chelsea, 35 all night ut 50 cents each
night.
In Bangor, Maine, the cost per each light, all night, was
$150.00 [jev annum.
I have some experience in the business, and am entirely
satisfied that lor the street lights furnished the city, during the
past two years, it h s paid no more than a fair price, and ihat
nobody can aft jrd to furnish such a light at a less rate.
It would be well to inquire whether >ome of the gas or nap-
tha lights now in use cannot be di^jpensed with, in some local-
ities, without disadvantage to the public.
The contract above referred to expires in September, and it
will be your duty to determine what shall then be done to ob-
tain good street lights for the future.
SCHOOL HOUSES.
It is gratifying to every good citizen to know that Ports-
mouth has at last taken steps to provide tnodern school houses
with modern improvements, which have been so long needed.
The two school houses which the late city government has
voted to build, and for which the sites have been purchased,
and the contracts awarded, will be built under your supervision,
and our constituents will expect the work to be done in the
same manner as though done for private parties instead of for
the city. They will justly complain if this is not the case. In
these times it too often happens that the result of work done
for the public, the city, the state or nation, is not what it
should be. It is no uncommon occurrence to see in the news-
papers and hear upon the streets, rumors of corrupt bargains,
and dishonest contracts, made by officials sworn to act for the
bnst interests of the people. Let us see to it that no shadow
of suspicion can Ije attached to any of us, legarding the com-
pletion and furnishing of these school-houses or in any other of
our official acts. Let every thing be done openly, honestly,
and in the face of the whole city, so that nobody can complain.
It is publicly stated by those who claim to know the facts,
and it has been openly charged in the newspapers that the city
has already agreed to pay a large sum for the apparatus for
heating these school-houses, (double the amount which should
have been paid ;) that the system of heating adopted is de-
fective and worthless ; that the contiact was made privately
and without advertising for proposals or allowing other parties
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to figure upon it or know anything about it ; that the plans of
buildings were purposely made in advance, to incorporate the
system afterwards adopted, and to exclude all others ; and
finally that the contract has been so made, that notwithstand-
ing the credit of the city is undoubted, twenty-five per cent, of
the contract price must be paid when the apparatus arrives in
the railroad station, before the city can receive it, and fifty
per cent, more when the boilers are in the cellars, before the
city can test it, or know anything about its value.
If these rumors are facts it is certain the contract should
not be carried out by us. If they are false, as I trust they
are, it is a duty we owe, not only to the honor of the city, but
to ourselves, as well as to the late city government, to see that
the matter is carefuHj' investigated, and everybody connected
with it cleared from suspicion.
Before further action is taken regarding the heating of these
school-houses, I would recommend that a committee of the
cit}' council be appointed to ascertain whether the system re-
ferred to is a failure in other places where it has been tested,
and whether the city has been, innocently or otherwise, im-
posed upon in the making of this contract ; and if so it will
be your dut}- to take such measures to protect the city's rights
as shall be found necessary.
I understand the contract for building the State street
school-house has been awarded to Charles W. Norton, for
$25,845.00 ; for building the School street school-house to
Joseph W. Marden for $"21,450.00 ; for heating of both build-
ings to the Smead Warming and Ventilating Company, $6,000 ;
the price paid for the State street lot was $7,000 ; and for the
School street lot was $6,800, making a total of $66,095, not
including furniture and fitting ; and the buildings are to be
completed on the first day of July next.
CITY DEBT.
The total city debt on the 31st of December last, was, in-
cluding the bonds issued to purchase the stock of the Ports-
mouth & Dover railroad, $494,394.34, and the bonded debt is
now $480,500. It will be increased by the sum of $57,000
from the issue of the school-house bonds already authorized
to be issued.
As 3'ou all know the city owes 3440 shares of the stock of
the Portsmouth & Dover railroad, of the par value of $100
per share, but which would sell in the market in lots of a mod-
erate amount at a good premium.
Of the bonds issued to purchase this stock amounting in all
to $343,000 there will be due in 1893, $300,000. Of other
city indebtedness, $2000 becomes due next year, $5001J in
1891, and $3000 in 1892.
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Now, in view of these facts, at the risk of repeating what
each of my predecessors for many 3'ears has suggested or
urged, I ask if this is not worthy of consideration, whether
we should not sell some of this railroad stock from time to
time as fast as possible, at good prices, and in this way pay
our indebtedness becoming due in 1890 and 1891, and make
provision in part to meet the $300,000 falling due in 1893, and
so avoiding the necessity of again hiring that large sum.
It is said in opposition to this plan that the stock pays a
dividend of six dollars per share per annum, and the city can
hire money at four per cent ; but it is not the part of a city to
carry on banking or to deal in stocks, though such stocks may
be a safe investment ; it may be also that the stocks will not
alwa3's command so large a premium as at present. The cit}'
should pay its debt as soon as possible. And considering the
premium on the stock, and the short time the city would be
liable to receive the difference between four and six per cent,
I am confident that the result would in the end not only show
the wisdom of my suggestion, but give a handsome profit to
the city.
The city debt ought not to increase each year, and when we
find it steadil}' increasing, there must be something wrong in
the management of the city's affairs.
At the end of this year, in addition to the bonds issued to
purchase the railroad stock, the bonded debt, without reckon-
ing temporary loans and other indebtedness will be $195,000,
an increase of over $70,000 since 1884. A great part of this
increase was absolutely necessary, but the great danger is that
the debt will continue to increase during the next few years
unless the most rigid economy is used, and the rate of taxa-
tion increased.
The County of Rockingham is about to erect a new court
house and jail here, and a new office building in Exeter, at an
expense of upwards of $80,000, and as our city pays one-third
of the county expenses, our share of the expense of these
buildings will be $20,000 or more.
In view of these facts I trust that no money will be expend-
ed for au}'^ thing whatever that is not actually necessary for the
welfare of the city, and that calls for a new engine house or
fire station will receive very serious consideration, and the
necessity of it be made very plain before favorable action is
taken by you.
CITY FARM.
The city farm has for a number of years been a subject for
discussion and contention, regarding which there has been a
wide difference of opinion in the city government, but looking
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at the matter from a business point of view, I am at a loss to
understand why there should be any serious question as to
what should be done. There are at present at the city farm
only fifteen inmates, some of whom pay a small sum towards
their board.
The average number there in 1888 was fourteen. Not one
half of this number is properly chargeable to the city, but
should be supported by the county.
The appraised value of the property, real and personal, at
the farm in 1888, was $45,960.61. The expense of running
the farm over and above the receipts was $1,048.33, mak-
ing no allowance for interest on the investment, repairs
of buildings, insurance and depreciation, the item of interest
alone being over $1,800.00 at four per cent. The buildings
are old, dilapidated, too large and entirely unfitted for the
purpose for which they are used ; and the cost of repairing
them, if attempted, must be very considerable, while the fact
is that in their present condition, they afford anything but a
comfortable, cheerful home for the poor.
Moreover it is apparent that the city cannot successfully
carry on the business of farming. In my judgment it is not
necesssry to have a city farm or alms house. They are insti-
tutions of the past, and have almost disappeared from our
State. But if you diflTer from me and think that there should
be a city alms house here for the few worthy poor, chargeable
to the city, it would seem evident that it should have a suita-
ble place where their comfort will be better provided for, and
the expense to the city much less. If the present farm and
the property there is worth anywhere near the amount at which
it is valued upon the city books, if it could be sold for a price
suflScient to purchase a suitable home and leave a large surplus
the interest would go far towards the support of such poor
persons as are a charge upon the city and the taxable
property of the city would also be increased. The ex-
pense of running the city farm the present year must be
very large, and it has been so large already that it cannot be
run, nor can the out-door poor be supported or assisted during
the next five months, two of which will be the cold winter
months of November and December, when aid will be most
needed, without some immediate action on your part, because
I find that of the $4,600 appropriated for the support of the
poor this year, only $41.00 remain unexpended, and bills of
more than this amount are due, so that in fact not one dollar
remains.
OTHER DEPARTMENTS.
I know of nothing relating to the Police, Fire, or other de-
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partments of the city that requires particular notice at this
time. We should have good fire engines and apparatus, looked
after by competent men, and I believe we have them now. We
should also have good men for watchmen and police officers,
not only of good habits, but possessed of intelligeuce and good
judgment ; and it is for the Board of Aldermen to see that
only such are elected to these offices, and that when elected
they should realize that any neglect of duty, or conduct unbe-
coming an officer and a gentleman will not be winked at, but
will be punished by the prompt dismissal of the offenders from
the force.
CONCLUSION.
The authority of the mayor in our city is very much circum-
scribed. Before your will he is powerless. It is his duty to
see that your decrees, not his own, are executed. But I trust
that we all, being animated with the common purpose of hon-
estly doing our duty, having at heart the welfare of our city
and the happiness and prosperity of our citizens, shall find
ourselves in perfect accord, working together in harmony, by
which alone we can expect to ottain Ihe besst results.
Gentlemen, I await your pleasure.
School House Contract Investigation.
At a meeting of the Board of Mayor and Aldermen, Jan.
16th, 1890, the Committee on Printing was instrnctcd to in-
sert in the annnal printed report the following Order, viz :
Board of Mayor and Aldermen,
Angust 22, 1889.
The following petition was presented and read :
To the Honorable Board of Mayor and Aldermen of the City
of Portsmouth :
Respectfully represents the undersigned, a committee ap-
pointed by virtue of an ordinance of the late City Councils,
"to provide for the erection of two school houses" in said city.
That the action of said committee in the discharge of their
duties hiis been the subject of unfriendly' criticism, seriously'
reflecting upon their personal honor and integrity, in the in-
augural address of the Hon. Pldmund 8. Fay, the present
mayor of said city, at the organization of city government.
Believing that the public should be acquainted with all of our
official acts relating to the contracts made by us in behalf of
the city of Portsmouth for the construction of said school
iiouses, we would request that a commitLce be appointed by
your Honorable Board to investigate fully all of our acts re-
specting said contracts, and that said investigation be public,
and ihe finding of said committee be published in the city re-
ports for the vear 1890.









The Ma3'or appointed Aldermen Marc}', Walker and Downs
as a committee to conduct the investigation as prayed for.

Receipts and Expendituhes
UNDER THE SUPERVISION OF
The IVIayor and Board of flldermen,
For Vie Year Ending December SI, 1889.
EXPENDITURES.
State Tax.
Paid Solon A. farter, State Treasurer $20,115 00
County Tax.
raid Thoinas E. Call, Jr., County Treasurer 17,258 75
City Debt.
Paid City Bonds 50,000 OO
Temporary Loan,
Paid City Scrip 5,000 00
Interest.
Paid Coupons 5,900 00
Paid Interest on Haven Fund • 83 40
Paid Interest on Jones Fund -'iO 00
Paid Interest on DeMeritt Fund MO 00
Paid Interest on temporary loan 763 04
6806 44
Less interest received on deposits 202 97




Pay rolls . 5728 42
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Streets.
Pay rolls 10499 01
Charles Adams, two shoats 17 00
Americau Express Co., expressage 25
Joshua Brooks & Co., corn and oats 60 26
John H. Broughton, cement, brick, etc., 199 31
Thomas E. Call & Son, lumber etc , 294 38
Chronicle & Gazette Pub. Co., advertising 3 00
City Farm (W. H Seymour Supt.) 332 63
H. W. Clapp & Co., iron grates 22 05
Charles H. Colbath, stone 15 50
Concord Railroad Corporation, freight 1 00
Jonn Conlon, horse liniment 4 50
F. W. deRochment, straw 41 85
William Dow 2nd, labor 5 25
Charles S. Drowne, cushion 1 00
John Dyer, blacksmith work 30 65
James Elwood. labor 5 25
Fernald & Hill, snow plows 72 00
Harry J. Freeman, dressing swine 3 00
William P. Gardner, labor 14 00
Mercer Goodrich, blank book 33
R. P. Goss, straw 7 49
Gardner J. Greenleaf, blacksmith work 27 39
Benjamin Green, liniment 2 30
Allen Greenough, stone 23 75
James Harvey, straw 6 33
C.N. Holmes, filing saws 2 50
J. T. Larrabee, Agt., repairing harnesses 54 00
Walter J. Laskey, repairing cushions 2 25
Leach &Lydston, blacksmith work 10 75
S. Liebman, straw 16 50
John H, Lord, shoeing horses 6 55
Timothy Lynch, hay 99 86
W. G. Marshal, expenses 2 82
Daniel Mason, lumber, etc.. 23 79
N. G. Mason, hay 110 92
W. G.Mason, hay 31 72
Miller & Furber, repairing pumps etc., 48 30
Simon H. Mills, wheels 10 50
Fred P. Newman, labor 3 00
John Parnham, labor 2 58
Est J. W. Pierce, rent of land 100 00
Pendexter & Marden, repairs 24 99
Pennv Post Pub. Co., advertising 70
(). F." Philbrick, coal 9 75
Portsmouth Acqueduct Co., water 42 00
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Portsmouth Gas Light Co., light
Portsmouth Grain & Grocery Co., grain
Portsmouth Machine Co., repairs
A. P. Preston, liniment
Rider & Cotton tools and Hardware
Geo. H. Sampson, supplies for steam drill
Woodbury Seavey, dump barrows etc.
Ira C. Seymour, shoeing & blacksmith work 885 53
Dennis Shea & Son, cement pipe
J. F. Shillaber, repairs and powder
E. F, SisG & Co., coal
John S. Tilton, blankets etc.,
Times Publishing Co., advertising
Geo. A. Trafton, blacksmith work
A. B. Trefethen, luason work
C. E. Walker & Co., coal
John H. Wells, grates, dippers etc..
A. P. Wendell &Co., tools and hardwaie
Western Union Telegraph Co., despatch
CREDITS.
Received from street commissioner
and others 200 00
Received from overseers of poor 140 00
Received from grading Water street 195 00
Received from fire de|>artment 145 00
Received from sidewalks 97 00
Received from sewers 42 00
38 05
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Parker Cook 3 50
John Dailey 4 38
William H. Dennett 10 00
Oscar L. Dorr 13 13
W. I. Drake 177 87
Joseph T. Elliot 6 13
Alfred Elwyn 13 12
Leonard Evans 4 38
D.yer Foss 41 40
Charles P. Foster 17 50
Joseph P. Foster 14 87
John T. French 8 28
Bartholomew Flynn 10 56
David Flynn " 5 25
Susan Flynn 26 81
Andrew Gardner 9 50
Charles H. Garland 169 88
Frank P. Garland 38 51
George W. W. Gove 1 75
Wallace H. Gove 10 50
Allen Greenough 25 87
Micheal J. Griffin 6 50
Benjamin O. Ham 77 08
Samuel F.Ham 12 25
Samuel Hanscom 68 88
John A. Hodgdon 43 11
Joseph R. Holmes 112 79
Warren O. Holmes 16 25
William J. Holmes 62 25
Edmund James 32 50
John W. Johnson 12 75
Frank Jones 57 00
Patrick Killian 26 56
Charles T. Lang 14 63
Samuel Langdon 63 1
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Albion Littlefield 10 15
John Lowe 3 50
George Mace 19 25
Leander Mace 21 87
Patrick Mahoney 37 13
Freeman H. Marden 41 75
John C. Marden 48 75
Joseph P. Marden 44 70
Charles L. W. Marston 21 00
Daniel Mason 19 48
Harry C. Mason 21 00






Thomas E. Call & Son, lumber
A. S. Carroll, buildino- reservoir
Alfred L. P^lwyn, guardian, land



































Boston & Maine R. R. Co., freight
Silas Philbrick, stone and labor
John C. Pinkham, bricks































Less received from Street Com'r and others 303 88
Sewers.
Pay rolls labor





H. W. Clapp & Co., sewer traps
Thomas Collins, labor
George A Hammond, pine plank
Daniel Littlefield, sewer pipe
Daniel Mason, Inmber
Benjamin M. Parker, snrve3'ing
A. B. Trefethen, labor
Street department services
Less received for permits to enter
78 35
24
A. P. Wendell & Co., hardware 70 50
John Woods, labor 9 00
Street Lights.
Clironicle & Gazette Pub. Co., advertising .'5 50
Electric Light Co., lighting 1275 00
William P. Gardner, lighting G7 58
Josiah Grover, repairing lanterns 5 70
J. Howard Grover, painting lanterns etc 84 45
Dennis Lynch, lighting 4 00
Pendexter & Marden, repairs 24 40
Portsmouth Gas Light Co., lighting 4404 11
Ira C. Seymour, repairs 1 25
George H. Tripp, glazing 2 50
Samuel Webber, lighting 67 50
John H. Wells, repairs 75
Wheeler Relleetor Co., ligiitinu 1G88 05
A. P. Wendell, alcohol " U 08
School Houses.
William Andrews, plastei'ing 3 00
John H. Broughton, lime, cement, etc 35 77
Thomas E. Call & Son, lumber 73 88
Frauk O. Downing, labor 1 75
Samuel S. Fletcher, desks, chairs, etc 47 20
Mercer Goodrich, window shade 1 50
Charles E. Grover, painting 82
J. Howard Grover, painting 44 93
B. Stowe Laskey, labor 16 35
Albion Littlefield, labor 70 07
John Lynch, labor 10 50
Daniel Mason, chair legs, etc 2 10
Henry McElwin, slating blackboards 106 59
Miller & Furber, plumbing, etc 100 08
Pendexter & Marden, labor and materials 76 60
Pettigrew & Cox, painting 53 34
Portsmouth Academy, (Trustees) rent 450 00
Rider & Cotton, use of jacks 60
James S. Seave}', repairs 80
John F. Shillaber, keys and repairs 6 90
C. W. Taylor, piping, resetting furnace, etc 183 15
George A. Trafton, iron work 1 75
A. B. Trefetheu, mason work 151 55
George H. Tripp, painting 28 42




John H. Wel.'s, repairs
A. P. Wendell & Co., hardware





J. J. Berry, services
Chronicle & Gazette Pub. Co., advertising
Henry F. Clark, services and medicine
F. B. Coleman, medicine
John Conlon, bread, &c.
Electric Light Co., lighting
Samnel 8. P'letcher, repairing chairs
N. L. Folsom, services
Samuel J. Gerrish, bread, etc
Mercer Goodrich, stationery
William H. Hackett, special justice
George Hill, medicine
Daniel Littlefield, wood
N. E. Telephone & Telegraph Co., services
W. C. Newton & Son, bread, &c.
O. F. Philbrick, coal
Portsmouth Aqueduct Co., water
Portsmouth Gas Light Co., lighting
Ira C. Seymour, repairs
John F. Shillaber, repairs
E. F. Sise & Co., coal
H. R. Stoddard & Co., use of team
Robert A. Stott, services
Times Publishing Co., advertising
R. I. Walden, printing
John H. Wells, pails, &c.




Kbenezer G. Adams, care of court house 21 00
M. F. Allard. returning vital statistics 75
American Brass Band, services 200 00
American Express Co., expressage 1 05
George W. Armstrong, refreshments for
ward officers 7 00
Daniel J. A^-eis, purchase of land 250 00
George W. AAers, ringing bell 103 00
Fred L. Benedict, returning vital statistics 3 00
William P. Bennett, distributing inventories 12 00
John J. Berry, returning vital statistics 10 50
Jerome C. Butler, insurance 82 96
Daniel M. Ctimp, refresliments ward officers 12 00
Chronicle & Gazette Pub. Co., advertising 50 25
Mrs. Pierce Clair, returning vital statistics 2 50
Jennie G. Cole, damages 300 00
John Conlon, brooms 81
Charles G. Conners and others, sei vices 59 70
John Dailey, damage to wagon 2 50
Mrs. M. E. Dennett, returning vital statistics 25
Samuel Dodge, insurance 12 00
James Douglas, distributing inventories 16 00
Ann Downing, returning vital statistics 25
Henry J. Eaton, damage to horse 3 25
John W. Emery, insurance 300 00
N. L. Folsom, returning vital statistics 3 00
William H. Foster, printing 16 25
William L. Foster, services Knibbs suit 343 48
George B. French^ cotton cloth 5 47
Samuel R. Gardner, distributing inven-
tories etc. 66 47
C. P. Garvin, refreshments for ward officers 16 00
Mercer Goodrich, returning vital statistics,
interest on Austin & Toppan fund, etc. 196 94
Alfred R. Goodwin, use of boat 3 00
Henry H. Ham, care of clocks 93 50
William K. Hill, refreshments for
ward officers 41 50
Arthur W. Howison, copy of act of
legislature 1 50
William P. Gardner, services 10 00
A. C. Hoyt, plans 26 GO
Gilman B. Hoyt, recording deeds, etc. 7 64
Ilsley & Moo)-e, insurance 15 00
A. W. Johnson, retuining vital statistics 1 25
W. (). Junkins, returning vital statistics 9 50
'Zi
Man' Kaue, services 1 -"
Johii W. Kelley, emimertition of cIuUIkmi <it» no
Frank L. Keyes, damages to sleigh ."5 Dd
Miss H. M. Kimball. Trns. Cottage llosp. olio Oo
B. Stowe Laske\', services 4 22
W. F. Laskey, care of awning ;")0
Lewis Lear, care of ward room 1 00
Nathan W. Lear, services ."52 00
Albion Littletield, labor 11 <J0
Daniel Littlefield, wood 1 OO
Miller & Furber, repairs r)0
Mrs. Thomas INIitchell, returning vital
statistics ^5
K. F. Osterman, refreshments for ward
officers
Walter H. Page, services as ward clerk
John W. Parsons, returning vital statistics
Payroll, Bell Ringers
Payroll, Inspectors Check Lists
John Pender, insurance
Penny Post Pub. Co., advertising
O. F.' Philbrick &Co., fuel
Portsmouth Gas Light Co., lighting
Portsmouth Machine Co., repairs
Frederick E. Potter, returning vital
statistics
Stephen A. Preble, services
Samuel Rowe, copy city records
Frank P. Rundlett, distributing copies of
constitutional amendments
James S. Seavey, care of pump
Charles E. Seuter, services ward clerk
Solomon Sej'mour, care of pump
A. B Sherburne, returning vital statistics
Andrew Sherburne, use of well
John F. Shillaber, repaiis
E. F. Sise & Co., coal
State Industrial School
H. R. Stoddard & Son, use of teams
Joseph F. Sullivan, services as ward clerk
Charles W. Taylor, repairs on stoves
Times Pub. Co., advertising
Samuel P. Treadweil, services
U. S. Post Office, stamps etc
Union Wharf Wood Co. fuel
. Daniel D. Waldron, services as ward clerk




Michael H. Gregg, watching
G. J. Greenleaf, iron work
John Griffin, hats
Fred J. Haddock, labor
Ordwa} R. Hall, refreshments at fire
Henry H. Ham, clock
Oliver W. Ham, hauling extinguisher
Timothj' J- Hennesse}-, services
W. H. Horn, repairing coats
Eugene Hoyt, labor
A. S. Jackson, rubber goods
Abram Johnson, labor
Geo. N. Jones, labor
John Laighton, silicon
Major S. Langdon, watching
J. T. Larabee, buckets etc.
Lynn Brass Band, services
Manchester Locomotive Co., air chamber
globe
Herbert A. Marden, expenses
Thomas McCue, use of teams
N. Y. Belting & Packing Co., hose
Miller & Furber, repairs
Geo. E. Gdiorne, steward
Geo. P. Palmer, cleaning oil
Pendexter & Marden, labor
O. F. Phiibrick & Co., coal
William H. Phinney, labor
Portsmouth Aqueduct Co., water
Brewing Co., fire alarm wliistle
Gas Light Co., lighting
Machine Co., repairs
Rider & Cotton, rope 3'arns, etc..
Edwin Rogers, Fire Alami Signal box
Zebulon Sanborn, hauling extinguisher
Ira C. Seymour, iron work
John F. Shillaber, repairs
Geo. H. Smart, labor
Geo. W. Simmons & Co., coats
E. F. Sise & Co., coal
H. R. Stoddard & Son, use of team
John E. Sullivan, care of reservoir
John P. Sweetser, repairs, wicks, etc.
Chas. W. Taylor, stove grate
John S. Tilton, blankets
W. I. Trafton, Superintendent Fire Alarm










New Shed, City Yard.
AVilliara A. Ash, plans 20 00
Chronicle & Gazette Pub. Co. advertising 1 ;")()
Pendexter &Marden, constructing buiklino; 1058 00
Health.
Chronicle & Gazette Pub. Co., advertising
Henry F. Clark, health officer
Mercer Goodrich, l)lank books
John J. Grogan, health officer
Mrs. Fannie Goss, nursing
William H. Hampshi e, health officer
Joseph C. Muchmore, health officer
Penny Post Pub. Co., advertising
Times Pub. Co., advertising
Burying Grounds.
Thomas E. Call & Son, lumber
William P. Gardner, labor
M. J. Griffin, labor
Albion Littlefleld, labor
Alfred Marden, labor
M. J. & W. A. Vaughan, painting
John S. Wendell, labor
444 05
Less received from half expense of build-
ing fence on Pleasant Street yard 42 45
Support of the Poor.
I'aitl Uverseeis of tlie Poor as per credit
on their account
Memorial Day.






C. A. Hazlett, Treasurer 1250 00
Grading Goodwin Park.
Marcellus Eldredge, Superintendent 3000 00
Schools.
Paid orders of Board of Instruction 23533 70
Less Literary Fund 13G6 82
Less tuition non-resident pupils 303 95




John J. Laskey 5136 86
Collectors Commissions.
John J. Laskey 1090 27
Samuel P. Treadwell 28 62
1218 89
Portsmouth and Dover Railroad.
Dividends received 20640 00





Rent of store Pleasant street
Rent of landing, foot of Daniel street
Rent of Spring Market
Rent of Ward Room
License for entertainments
From State Insurance lax
From State railroad tax
From State Savings Bank tax
From sale of city bonds ($107,000)
LTuexpended ])alance P ct I) R R
List of taxes 1881*
Less abatements 1011 96






John J. Laskey 1888 1919 57
John J. Laskey 1889 8799 28
John J. Laskey Treasurer, cash on hand
and on deposit 199G7 55
Real estate bouoht for taxes 8463 47
407()0 99
We have examined the foregoing account and find it to cor-




Supervisor}' Committee on Accounts.
RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES
OF THE
OVERSEERS OF THE POOR
For the Year Ending December 31, 1889.
EXPENDITURES.
36
E. S. Fay, boots, shoes, etc. 62 58
Geo. B. French, dry goods 76 01
Winthrop Hoyt, shoes 2— 104 77
Contingent.
Mrs. A. M. Davis, services
Samuel J. Gerrish, soap, bowls, etc.
Mercer Goodrich, stationery
John J. Laskey, chimneys, wicks, etc.
W. C. Newton & Son, matches, liniment, etc.
A. P. Preston, soap
Rider & Cotton, baskets and hardware
W. H. Seymour, cash paid for soap
stock, etc.
H. R. Stoddard & Son, use of team
Ida P. Tricke}-, services
Ward & Co., oil, etc




Geo. Hill, medicine 1 00
John Kelley, boots and shoes 8 75
H. S. Laskey, groceries 570 26
John J. Laskey, groceries 358 09
John Mitchell, groceries 207 76
William C. Newton & Son, groceries 345 25
Freeman Pearson, provisions 395 43
Henry Peyser, clothing 3 00
Jefferson C. Rowe, services 1 76
H. C Russell, groceries 42 00
Zebnlon Sanborn, groceries 8 00
C. H. Sides, use of hack 1 00
2998 50
Less received from Countv Commissioners 341 10
Insane.
N. H. Asylum, board of insane 404 48
Rockingham Countv, board of insane 635 85
J. C. Rowe, conveyino; insane to Concord 11 95
1052 28
2657 40
Less received for partial support of
insane 34 50
1017 78
Fuel for Out-Door Pensioners.
Nathaniel Brew, sawing wood 15 75
Daniel Littlefield, surveying wood 39
O. F. Philbrick & Co., wood and coal 143 64
E. F. Sise & Co., coal 39 03
Russell Walden, sawing wood 10 50
J. A. Walker, coal 326 63
C. E. Walker & Co., wood 391 87
Street Department, services 140 00
1067 81
Celebration of Emancipation Day.
Peter W. Neal, 25 00
John Quinn, 1 60
26 60
Thanksgiving Dinner.
H. L. Garrett & Son, 12 9G
F. Pearson, 3 12




Mercer Goodrich, 60 00
Aid to Dependent Soldiers and their Families.
John J. Laskey, 38 00
$6725 50
RECEIPTS.
For board at Almshouse,
Balance Superintendent's account
Interest on Toppan Fund,


















Ira C Seymour, horseshoeing and repairing 23 90
Solomon Seymour, oxshoeing 9 25
E. F. Sise & Co., weighing 1 50
Woodbury Seavey, superphosphate 1 90
W. G. Mason, services bull 3 00
James R. Yeaton, services boar 2 00
Harry J. Freeman, services boar 1 00
Ex. Co., plow point 1 10
Rider & Cotton, hardware, ttc. 13 94
James Sheldon, butchering cow 1 00
A. P. Wendell, hardware, &c. 4 03
J. T. Larabee, rubber blanket and repairing 2 65
J. O. Gleason, pasturing heiter 2 75
311 00
68 02



















RECAPITULATION OF RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES
BY THE
Superintendent of City Farm and Overseers of the Poor.
For the Year Ending December 31, 1889.
EXPENDITURES AT ALMSHOUSE AND CITY FARM.
Labor 311 00





Physician and Hospital stores 84 47




From Farm 763 38
From Board of Aldermen 403 50
From Toppan Fund 17 12
1184 00
Net expense 10') -2 93
EXPENSES OUT OF ALMSHOUSE.




Celebration of Emancipation 26 60
Aid to Dependent Soldiers and
their families 38 00
4867 59
RECEIPTS.
Interest on Austin Fund 26 60
___„ 4840 99
5893 92
Received of city treasurer to balance 5893 92
ANNUAL REPORT
OF
The Superintendent of the Almshouse and City Farm,
For the Year Ending December 31, 1889.
To the Hon. Mayor and Board of Overseers.
Gentlemen :—I would respectfully report that
number of persons admitted to the Almshouse is
Largest number at any time
Smallest number at any time
Average number
Present number
There are between the age of 80 and 90
" " 70 and 80
" '' 60 and 70
50 and 60
















WILLIAM H. SEYMOUR, Sup't.







Statement of Tax, 1889.
Appropriated by the city coniici
Added for abatements
Dog tax












Statement of City Debt, December 31, 1889.
Date. Rate. When payable.
Dec. 15, 1881, 4 per ct. Dec. 15, 1891






















Legacy of Mary Clark
Legacy of Horace A. Haven
MaA'or Toppan's donation
Mayor Jones' donation
Legacy of Daniel Austin
Legacy of Martha A. DeMerritt
Interest on city debt





































Add bonds issued to pay for 3440 shares in
P. & D. R. R., $300,"000 payable in






Amount of Assets due the City.
Balance C. A. Shannon's account 1874 231 19
Marcellus Bufford's " 1884 119 19
S. P. Tread well's " 1885 127 76
188G 314 27
'' " " 1887 818 71
J. J. Laskev's '^ 1888 1919 57
- ' " 1889 8799 28
J. J. Laskey, treasurer, cash on hand
and on deposit 19967 55
Real estate bought for taxes unredeemed 8,463 47
40,760 99





HEPOHT OF GITY THEflSUHER.
The Cit}- Treasurer respectfiilh' submits his report of Rt
ceipts and Expenditures for the year ending Dec. 31, 1889.
RECEIVED.
Balance account 1888
P. & D. R. R. dividends
John J. Laskey, collector 1889
John J. Laskey, collector 1888
S. P. Treadwell, collector 1887
S. P. Treadwell, collector 1886
S. P. Treadwell, collector 1885




State Savings Bank taxes
State Literary Fund
Real estate redeemed
Licenses for halls and entertainments
Rent of city buildings and navy landing
J. C. Rowe, City Marshal,
E. D. Coffin, Sheriff
Mercer Goodrich, City Clerk




Wm. G. Marshall, Street Commissioner





Sale of house on High street





































Bills approved by Overseers of Poor 7083 98
Bills approved by Mayor and Aldermen 1 14,054 23
Orders of Board of instruction 23,533 70
School House Building Committee 47,928 84
Bonds and Temporary Loan 55,000 00
Interest including coupons P. & D. R. R. 27,278 44
Balance to new account 19,967 55
M94,84G 74




For Vie Year Ending December 31, 1889.
Real Estate.
50
SCHOOL HOUSES AND LAND.
High, Danifl street 10,000 00
Bartlett, School street (new) 20,000 00
Franklin, Maplewood avenue 2,000 00
Woodbury, Gravelly Ridge 800 00
Cabot street ^ 5,000 00
Plains 500 00
Haven, South School street 7,500 00
Lafayette road 500 00
Walker, Hanover street 5,000 00
Spalding, Bartlett street 2,000 00
Peabody, State street 2,500 00




Stock on City Farm, including farming-
utensils, provisions, clothing, fur-
niture
Furniture at City rooms
Furniture at Court House
Furniture at Academy
Street horses, carts, harnesses, tools, etc.
Stone crusher and steam engine
Scales, weights and measures
Drain pipe, sewer traps and grates
City clock. North church
City clock, ward room, Water street
Bell at ward room. Water street
Bell at Cabot street- school house
3440 shares of Portsmouth and Dover
Railroad at par
FIRE DEPARTMENT
Steam fire engine Sagamore and apparatus
" Col. Sise "
" " Kearsarge "
" " M. H. Goodrich "
Extinguisher No. 5, and apparatus
Extinguisher No. 6 and apparatus
Hook and Ladder carriage and apparatus
Supply wagon, hose carriage, etc.
Property in hose tower, hose, etc.
14,105 93
51
Steam heating apparatus in
Furniture, etc., in Drivers']
Fire alarm telegraph
Property in City stable
PORTSMOUTH PUBLIC LlBRAip
Treasurer's Report.
To the Honorable Board of Mayor and Aldermen of the City
of Portsmouth.
Gentlemen : Tlie following is the report of the treasurer
of the Public Library for the period ending January 1, 1890,
Balance on deposit Jan. 1, 1889
Appropriation received July 20,
and Dec. 31,
Paid Owners Congress block three bills'
of rent to Jan. 1, 1890
" R. E. Rich, librarian, two bills
" E. F. Sise & Co., two bills
'' J. D. Randall two bills 1888 and 1889
" Portsmouth Gas Co., four bills
" Mercer Goodrich, bill
" A. W. Treadwell and J. Locke,
janitors, eleven bills
" New Hampshire and Granite State
Insurance Co., premiums
" R. I. Walden, bill
" J. E. Bailey, bill
1,185 48
Balance on deposit in First National Bank $177 12
INVESTED FUNDS.
THE INCOME TO BE EXPENDED FOR BOOKS FOR THE LIBRARY ; IN-
VESTED THE SAME AS HERETOFORE REPORTED.
Balance on deposit Jan. 1, 1889 $309 12







More than in 1888 1060
Per centum of fiction 63
Per centum of Biog. and History 05
Per centum of Juveniles 24
Miscls., Science, Travels 08
RespectfuU}- submitted,
ROBERT E. RICH, Librarian.
gITY SOLIglTOR'g REPORT,




There are upon the criminal docket of our Supreme Court
two cases against the city, being informations filed by the At-
torney General for maintaining alleged nuisances, one in the
rear of the city building and the oiher at the Jones' school
house. I understand that the city having abated the alleged
nuisances, no trial will be necessarj'.
Samuel Storer Whidden filed a petition against the city in
March last claiming that his farm on Lafayette road is valued
for purposes of taxation at too l.-u-ge a sum and asking that a
part of his tax for the year 1888 be abated. This question
was referred to Judge Charles E. Batchelder, but on account
of illness he became unable to hear the parties and the Court
has appointed Geo. W. Sanborn and Walter J. Dudley, two
of the County Commissioners, and John S. Hobbs of North
Hampton, as a board of referees in place of Judge Batchelder.
It is expected that a hearing will soon be had.
The bill in equity brought by William H. Rollins and others
to restrain the city b}' injunction from filling in the South Mil[
Pond or building a road across any part of it, has been pend-
ing since January 1887, and no progress has been made. I
would recommend that the city determine just what it desires
to do in regard to the pond, if anything. Thereupon we can
readily ascertain whether the parties to this bill in equity have
an}' right to complain, and this suit can be disposed of. At
present nobody seems to know what the city desires to do re-
garding the matter.
George E. Bartlett of I^liot, Maine, fell upon the sidewalk at
the junction of High street and Market Square in February
last, and Annie Noble of this city fell upon the sidewalk at
the junction of State and Summer Streets in April last. Both
of them omitted to file notices of their claims for damages
within the ten days allowed by law, but upon their petitions to
the Court, at the last October Term, leave was granted them
to file their notices on the ground that they were ignorant of
the law.
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Suits in their behalf have been commenced against the city
and will be entered in court at the coming January term.
These suits are important and large i-ums are claimed as dam-
ages, it being alleged that the accident resulted in each case
from a defect in the sidewalk at the places named. They will
be in order for trial at the next April Term of the Court, and I
would suggest that some arrangement be made so that the
evidence in behalf of the city be looked up and the witnesses
found, so that the city solicitor may be enabled to properly
prepare the defence in each case.
There are no other matters in the Supreme Court in which
the cit}" is concerned.
The prosecutions in the Police Court, of almost daily occur-
ence, require no special mention.
Very respectfully,
CALVIN PAGE, City Solicitor
Portsmouth, Dec. 31, 1889.
I[EPOf[T OF CITY MjlI[SHjlL.
To the Honorable Board of Mayor and Aldermen of the City of
Portsmouth.
Gentlemen : I have the honor to submit herewith the report





Non support of children
On suspicion












Total arrests and lodged
Fines and costs collected
Committed to following institutions :
County farm at Brentwood
County jail at Portsmouth
Insane asylum, Concord
Paupers sent to Brentwood
Discharged by order of court
Bound over to Supreme Judicial Court




Stores found open and secured 12
Rescued from drowning 4
Found dead 2
Found drowned 2
Runaway children returned to parents 8
Sick and injured sent to Cottage Hospitd 8
Criminals turned over to out of town officers 7
Found destitute and cared for 10
Sent out of town by order of cit}^ marshal 5
Dogs killed by police 10
Employment found for people by city marshal 1
1
Stolen property recovered by officers and re-
turned to owners $800.00
Stray teams found by officers and cared for 10
Number of complaints from schools investiga-
ted by police 151
Respectfully submitted,
JEFFERSON C. ROWE, City Marshal,
REPORT OF CHIEF ENGINEEI].
To the HonorcMe Board of Mayor and Aldermen.
Gentlemen : Agreeabl}' with my duties as Chief Engineer,
1 have the honor to submit to you, my sixth annual report.
In carrying out this requirement I shall endeavor to the best
of my ability, to lay before you in a candid manner^ a correct
statement of the present standing of the Fire Department, a
list of the fires and alarms that have occuired during the year,
the amount of property belonging to the department under
my charge, a roster of the members, the number of reservoirs,
their location, condition and ctipacit}-. I shall als • in speak-
ing of the ditterent matters pertaining to the department make
such suggestions or recommendations as will in ray humble
opinion tend to peimanentl}' promote the efficiency of the
department.
MEMBERSHIP.
The roster of the department contains 126 names the same
in number as for some years past, and I feel proud to say that
there never w as more interest shown in the department by the
members than at the present time, and certainly the prompt-
ness and willingness w th which they ever respond when called
to duty, must convince you as well as the public generally, of
the truth of what I here assert.
APPARATUS AND HOUSES.
The apparatus consists of two steam fire engines with hose
carriages attached, one steam fire engine with hose wagon at-
tached, one steamer formerly on reserve but now being thor-
oughly repaired, one hook and ladder truck, two small chem-
ical engines, one supply wagon, two horse hose carriages and
two sleighs.
Two new hose wagons have been lately contracted for by
the committee on fire department and will soon take the
place of the two hose carriages now attached to steamers Nos.
2 and 3.
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Steamer Sagamore No. 1 was built by the Portland Com-
pany, at a cost of 15000, put into service in 1864, and has
been in almost constant use since, for though placed on the
reserve for a number of years, it has been called into service
in every case of fire Avhere more than two steamers were
needed even down to the Carr fire on Market street in April
1888, besides doing all the jobbing work such as pumping
out reservoirs, thawing out sewers, &c. Whenever any of the
other steamers were disabled or sent away for repairs (which
has been the case almost every year) this steamer was imme-
diately put into the engine house in its place.
During the past year however this steamer gave out entire-
ly, being unsafe to be used, and as the case stood then, should
one of the others meet with any mishap, the department
wouM be, indeed, seriously crippled, and in my judgment the
tax payers would be without the necessary and proper pro-
tection to their property in case of fire.
Taking this view of the matter, after careful consideration,
and advising with my assistants, I felt it my duty to take as
immediate action as possible to restore the power of the de-
partment to its proper etficiency. As the City Councils did
not deem it advisable to purchase a new steamer, and with-
draw the Sagamore from the department, my duty compelled
me, "under the General Laws of the State, and also the Com-
piled Ordinances of the City" to cause this steamer to be put
in proper repair, and such a result is now being carried into
effect.
The work is being done by the Manchester Locomotive
Works in Manchester, with whom I made arrangements to
have it done in a thorough and substantial manner. The cost
will be about $3,300, and when completed we will have as good
and reliable a Steamer, with all modern improvements, as can
be purchased for f4,000 and upwards. To meet this expense
I would respectfully recommend that an appropriation for that
purpose be inserted in the coming annual appropriation bill.
Col. Sise Steamer No. 2, located on Court Street, was built
by the Manchester Locomotive Works, and put into service in
1879. The working of this steamer has always been reliable
and has proved to have been a wise and judicious choice, on
the part of the committee who purchased it. This steamer at
present is in good working order, but will probably need some
repairs through the year and a new boiler may be a requisite
of the near future. During the past year this engine house
has been thoroughly repaired and fitted up in a neat and sub-
stantial manner.
Kearsarge Steamc No. 3, located on Court street near the
Court House, was built by the Amoskeag Company and put
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into service in 1870. This steamer has always proved itself
an effective and reliable steamer. A new boiler was put in
in 1878. It is at present in good working order, though as I
said of Steamer No. 2, a new boiler may be iieeded in the
near future. This engine house will need more or less re-
[)airs the coming year. But in the event of a new court
house being built in this city and the present one dispensed
with, I would most earnestly I'ecommend that a modern build-
ing be constructed on this location, large enough to contain
two steamers if need be, the hook & ladder truck, a chem-
ical engine, supply wagon and any other spare apparatus
that might be convenient to have at hand. This would be an
excellent site for such a building above mentioned, eveiything
could be made convenient, horses would be kept at hand,
there would be ample room for the drivers and such others as
might at any time be put on duty. The fuel used for heating
purposC'j would also go far towards running an engine to per-
form cit}' work, such as running the stone crusher, sawing
wood, and have the power to blow the fire alarm gong which
costs the city several hundred dollars annually to do outside.
Moses H. Goodrich Steamer Xo. 4, now located in Hanover
street, was built by B. S. Nichols & Co., of Burlington, Vt.
,
put into service in 1876. Rebuilt by Critchley & Whalley ia
1879, received a new boiler again in 1887. This steamer is in
good working condition and always does good execution when
called for. It was sent to Lynn at the late great fire, did good
service and proved itself equal to the occasion in every par-
ticular. And I will here sa}', whenever our other steamers have
been called away they were always put to the front and never
failed to give all the execution needed.
The house which this steamer occupies is a very unsuitable
building for a steamer, being very small, and built over a
reservoir, rendering it damp at all seasons of the year, and
requires much labor and a large outlay for fuel to keep the
engine in proper condition. The company hold their meetings
in their hall in the Court Street Engine house from which place
this steamer was removed to make room for the hook and
ladder truck.
Upon the completion of the new school houses should the
cit}' still retain the Hanover street lot, after dispensing with
the use of the old school house, I would recommend that it be
utilized for fire purposes, for I am confident that at a compari-
tively small outlay, a building could be provided for the loca-
tion of a steamer which would afford a permanent protection
for property in the whole northern section of our city.
The hook and ladder truck located as before stated in the
engine house on Court street was purchased in 1883 at an ex-
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pense of $1550.00 and though comparatively new yet I think
the sooner a change of location is made, the better it will be
for the apparatus for I find that the amount < f heat needed to
keep the house in proper condition for the welfare of the
steamer does not work well on the truck and the ladders.
Some of the changes I have before suggested would fully
remedy this matter.
The two small chemical engines Nos. 5 and 6, located re-
spectively on State st eet and Maplewood avenue are kept in
readiness fur instant use, thougli it is verj' seldom that more
than one is called upon to respond. In regard to the chemi-
cals I desire to lay before you the following facts and sugges-
tions for your future consideration.
They are more expensive in proportion than any other appar-
atus in the department.
The cost of running each chemical is in the first place
$300 annually for the salaries of the members, then there is
cost of the repairs which are constantlv required to be made,
fuel to heat eich house and repairs needed to keep each house
in proper condition.
I would not for a moment disparage the use of a chemical
engine in our department. Quickly on the ^pot at the com-
mencement of a fire it proves a valuable acquisition to any fire
department, for in many cases a fire can be immediate y
quenched and not only the property saved from fire, but also
from a large amount of damage by water.
I would advise that both of these small engines be sold and
a larger one be procured, so constructed as to be hauled by
horse power.
Such an engine would be a great improvement to the depart-
ment and tend to increase its eflfectiveness, besides saving an
annual cost to the city of upwards of $400, as it would not
cost any more to run it than is annually expended on each of
the present small ones.
The other pieces of apparatus belonging to the department
are in fair condition.
HOSE.
There are seventy-seven hundred (7700) feet American
jacket cotton hose, and one thousand (1000) feet Keystone
cotton hose, all in good and reliable condition. I would ur-
gently recommend the purchase of 2000 feet more of cotton
hose the coming season.
FIRE ALARM TELEGRAPH.
This important and now indispensable branch of our depart-
ment, fortunately, has not been called into use many times dur-
ing the past year ; 3'et I am confident it has often been the
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means of saving much property, which would otherwise have
been burnt, had not the firemen through the timely sound of
the alarm been on hand in season to prevent it.
Since my last report three new boxes have been added, one
at the corner of High and Hanover streets, one at the corner
of Austin and Summer streets and one at the Portsmouth Shoe
Factory. Recently the Board of J^ngineers recommended to
your honorable board the placing of a bell on the new State
street school house to be used for fire alarm and school signal
purposes only. This location being elevated and at the same
time near the center of the city, would, I think, give general
satisfaction to the public.
ANNUAL PARADE.
The third annual parade took place on September 12, and
with the hearty co-operation of the committee on fire depart-
ment, and the great zeal displayed by the members of the de-
partment it proved a grand success, enjoyed alike by the fire-
men and the citizens ; and I will venture to say that in no oth-
er direction could the same amount of money be expended that
would be more conducive to the better discipline and efficiency
of the department.
It awakens a lively interest in the department, b}' the citi-
izens as well as the firemen, as it gives them a chance at least
once in every year to inspect the whole department and note
what, if any, improvements have been made during the year.
FIRES AND ALARMS.
During the year there were twelve alarms rung in and one
fire reported where no public alarm was given, a further ac-
count of which is given in the appended list of fires and
alarms.
The amount of loss from fire for the year 1889 was, as far
as could be ascertained, about $13,598, and amount of insur-
ance paid, 810,050.
As will be seen in the appended list, the origin of several of
the fires was incendiary. The Board of Engineers in each case
made a thorough investigation (which they are now required
to do by an act passed by the legislature of 1889) as to the
cause and all the circumstances attending it, and though they
were satisfied it was the work of an incendiary, 3'et no clue
could be obtained pointing to the guilty party.
WATER SUPPLY.
The construction of the new reservoir on the corner of Lin-
coln and Richards Avenues will add greatly to the safety and
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security of the property in that section of the city and was a
much needed want.
The other sources of supply remain the same as for several
3^ears past. The saltwater reservoirs are reliable only part of
the time as they depend on the tide. The one near the Uni-
versalist church is now useless and therefore not available at
any time.
Many recommendations have been made from 3'ear to year in
regard to locating new reservoirs and improving the present
ones, and I will not bear further upon your time, otherwise
than make a few suggestions which I think can be carried out
without any great expense.
One of the most important of our reservoirs is the one lo-
cated on Market square, covering as it does a large territory,
and is the center of a large amount of valuable property. It
is now connected with the aqueduct with only a two-inch pipe,
and the supply will furnish one steamer only for about two
hours. To connect directly with the State street main with a
six-inch pipe would remedy this defect and make a valuable
improvement.
A larger connection could also be made at Haymarket
square.
The supply of water at the Dover street reservoir is inex-
haustible, but the situation is such that only one engine can
play from it. This trouble might be obviated by sinking a
small reservoir at any convenient point in that vicinity and
connecting the two with a pipe of sufficient size, that all the
steamers could play at once. The one on Union street is quite
small, not much larger than a well, but being connected in a
like manner by a large pipe with the large reservoir on Mad-
ison street, will furnish a large supply.
Many other suggestions might be made, but I feel confident
that in taking this matter into consideration, your wisdom and
judgment will show you man}' improvements that can be made
at a small cost, and greatly add to the security of the protec-
tion from fire of the property of our citizens.
EXPENDITURES.
The amount expended during the year was $9,172.13. Of
this about $5,800 was paid out for the regular salaries. Of the
balance upwards of $1000 was expended on the Fire Alarm
Telegraph, including the three new boxes added, the use of
steam at the Port-imouth Brewing Co. for blowing the steam
gong and the expense of moving it to its present location ;
about $400 was expended for fuel and about the same amount
for the use of horses, (this last is divided about equally be-
tween the street department and outside parties), le^-ving a
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balance of about $1500 for all other contingent expenses of
the department.
Gentlemen : In conclusion I will add that I have endeav-
ored to lay before 3'ou as full and concise a report as possible
of the conditions and needs of the department, and I assure
you, and I here speak for all the members of the department,
that while acting as firemen it will ever be our aim to so per-
form our duties in such manner as will best demonstrate to you
that the confidence and responsibility reposed in us by you was
not misplaced. Further, 1 desire to express my thanks to his
Honor the Mayor and the City Councils for their earnest sup-
port in all matters relating to the department ; to the commit-
tee on lire department for their kind aid and co-operation at
all times ; to the police department for courtesies and aid al-
ways willingly rendered ; and to the Board of Engineers and
the officers and members of the several companies to whom I
am deeplv indebted for their cheerful support and the prompt










Roll of Tlie Fire Department
Herbert A. Harden, Chief Engineer.
WiLi>ARD J. Sampson, 1st Assistant F^ngineer
WiLLARD M. Gray, ")
George A. Jackson, |- Assistants.
John Turner, )
Samuel R. Gardner, Clerk.
Sagamore Engine, No. 1,
COURT street—ON RESERVE.
At present nndergoing repairs.
Col. Sise Engine Company, No. 2.
Albert R. Junlvins, Foreman.
Horace Madge, Assistant Foreman.
Joseph A. Randall, Clerk.
Charles F. Goodwin, Horace W. Gray,
Fred B. Haraden, Fred Watkins,
George W. Tripp, George P. Philbrick,
Allen A. Rand, Francis H. Hersey,
Samuel A. Rand, Willard Sears,
Walter Bickford, Richard T. Call,
Dennis Long, Thornton Betton,
Charles W, Holmes, J. Frank Seymour,
San JuTin Gray, Frank E. Osgood.
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Kearsarge Engine Company, No. 3.
John E. Harmon, Foreman.
Charles H. Kennison, 1st Assistant Foreman.
Herbert E. Fernald 2nd, Assistant Foreman.


















M. H. Goodrich Engine Company, No. 4.
Charles J. Lydston, Foreman.
Elmer E> Eaton, 1st Assistant Foreman.
Stacy G. Moran, 2nd Assistant Foreman.

















Extinguisher Company No. 5.
Warren P. Webster, Foreman.
Edward A. Manent, Assistant Foreman.









Extinguisher Company No. 6.
Oliver W. Ham, Foreman.









Hook and Ladder Company No. 1.
Edmund F. Furbish, Foreman.
Major S. Langdon, Assistant Foreman.





































One on Madison street, stone 450,000
One cor. Lincoln and Richards Avenues, stone 70,000
One on Dover street
One salt water reservoir, Universalist church, stone
One salt water reservoir, Brewster street, stone
One salt water reservoir, Vaughan street
One salt water reservoir, Atkinson street.
nm 4USM TELEGSAPH.
Location of Signal Boxes and Keys, and General Instructions.
Box 7.—Corner Dennett street and Maplewood avenue. Keys
at Philip E. Woods, 39 Maplewood avenue, Daniel D.
Waldron, 38 Maplewood avenue, Solomon Seymour,
6 Dennett street.
Box 9.—Corner Deer and Vaughan streets. KeysatB. &M.
R. R. station ; J. S. Treats marble shop ; Moses Laigh-
ton, 36 Vaughan street ; R. H. Hall, 31 Vaughan sti'eet.
Box 14.—Corner Market and Russell streets. Keys at Junkins
& Co.'s store, and Benning Moore's house over above
store ; Concord Railroad wharf.
Box 16.—Corner High and Hanover streets. Keys at 24 High
corner Hanover; Geo. W. Green, 15 High, and L. K.
Lydstoo, 19 Hanover.
Box 17.—Corner Daniel and Bow streets. Keys at Portsmouth
Brewer}' ; Gas House ; T. W. Priest, corner Daniel and
Mulberry streets ; and J. H. Broughton's lumber office
Daniel street.
Box 19.—Corner Water and Court streets. Keys atM. J. Ry-
an's, corner Court and Water streets ; Mrs. Annie J.
Dixon's house, opposite corner.
Box 24.—Corner Gates and Washington. Keys at J. F.
Adams, 27 Washington street; Dennis H. Trefethen's,
3 Gates street; P. M. Spinney's, 31 Washington.
Box 26.—Haven school house. Keys at 3 South school street
;
4 South School street; O. H. Locke's, 11 South.
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Box 28.—Corner Broad street and Lincoln avenue. Keys at
John H. Hutchinson's, 7 Lincoln avenue, (cor. Broad)
;
10 Lincoln avenue, (cor. Broad) ; and L. G. Davis,
corner Broad and Highland.
Box 32.—Middle St. Church, corner State and Middle. Keys
at C. H. Clough's, 89 State ; Dr. Jones, 102 State, cor-
ner Middle ; John H. Cheever's, 91 State.
Box 35.—A. E. Rand's store. Middle street. Keys at Rand's
store; H. W. Oxford's, 52 Middle; J. P. Morse's, 54
Middle.
Box 38.—Eldredge Brewery, (private.) Ke3's at Brewery.
Box 41.—Corner Austin and Summer streets. Keys at J. W.
Wingate's, 5 Austin, cor. Summer; A. A. Hanscom's,
11 Summer; O. S. Baketel's, 6 Summer, corner Aus-
tin ; and 9 Summer, corner Austin.
Box 43.—Corner Cabot and Islington. Keys at J. W. Moses,
39 Islington, corner Cabot; H. C. Locke's, 54 Isling-
ton, corner Cabot; Charles A. Green's, 45 Cabot.
Box 45.—Portsmouth Shoe Factory, Islington street. Keys at
Shoe Factory ; and W. S. Blairs, 84 Islington.
Box 46.—Corner Hanover and Pearl. Keys ai Portsmouth
Machine shop office ; John E. Locke's, 3 Pearl, corner
Hanover ; A. W. Bartlett's, 2 Pearl ; Walter S. Gray's
73 Hanover.
Box 53.—Kearsarge House, corner Congress and Chestnut.
Keys at Kearsarge House ; Jackson & Co.'s express
office ; E. W. Cochrane's stable ; H. R. Stoddard's
stable.
Box 58.—Police station. Key at station.
Also, keys will be found in the hands of the engineers and
the regular police.
SCHOOL SIGNALS.
Two blows repeated three times at 8 a. m., no morning
session; the same signal at 11.30 a. m., or 1.30 p. m., no
afternoon session.
NAVY YARD SIGNALS.
In case assistance is needed from navy yard, six whistles
will be blown from Electric Light Station, and repeated twice.
When assistance is needed on the navy yard, the signal by
day will be two guns from the battery ; by night two guns from




All alarms will be sounded from the North church bell, the
steam gong at the Electric Light Station, also the whistle at El-
dredge's brewer}', and repeated three times.
TESTING THE APPARATUS.
On the first of every month, all the apparatus will be tested
and inspected, one round on the several boxes being rung in.
Alarms are to be given from the box nearest the fire.
Open the box ana pull the hook all the way down, once, and
let go.
After giving the alarm, remain by the box, if possible, so as
to direct the firemen to the exact locality of the fire.
Second alarm for same fire will be given only by one of the
engineers.
Never open the box or touch the apparatus except in case of
fire.
Never sound the alarm for a fire seen at a distance ; be rea-
sonably sure there is a fire before sounding the alarm.
Never let the key go out of your prosession, except to some
responsible person, to give an alarm of fire ; and be sure the
key is returned.
The ke}' cannot be taken from the box except by an engineer.
If you remove from your house or place of business, return
the key to any member of the board of engineers.
All citizens are requested to inform themselves where keys
to the boxes are kept.
When an alarm of fire is given, all the companies not res-
ponding will remain at their respective houses thirty minutes,
unless dismissed by telegraph signal, which is as follows :
Three blows signify that the fire is under control, and com-
panies not in attendence will be dismissed.
Cambridge time will be struck each day at 12.30 on the bell
of the North church, from W. I. Trafton's jewelry store. One
stroke at any other time means nothing.
R E R O R T
PertsrriQatti Firerneri's Relief AssQciatiGfi,
FOR THE YEAR 1889.
President. .... Horace A. Mudge.
Vice President .... George N. Jones.
Secretary ..... Daniel D. Waldron.
Treasurer ..... Willard J. Sampson.
Amount of funds in treasur}' Jan. 1, 1889 $2614 49
Receipts for the year 161 42
$2775 91
Expenses including amouat paid for benefits 78 24
Balance in treasury Jan 1, 1890 $2697 71
The largest amount paid out as benefit io any one member
during the past year was $37 50.
The association was first organized in 1858, our venerable
and respected citizen, Ex-Chief Engineer Gen. Josidi G. Had-







CITY OF PORTSMOUTH, X. H.










Mayor Edmund S. Fay, Chan man, Ex-Officio.
Charles H. Morss, Secretary.
Alfred Gooding, Henry E. Hovey,
John J. Lasket, Richard I. Walden.
Term Expires August I, 1890.
Charles E. B^tchelder, David Urch,
WiNTHROP HOYT, IrA C. SeYMOUR,
Term Expires August I, 1891.
Charles A. Sinclair, Timothy F. Cronin,
Andrew P. Wendell, Isaac FimBER,
Term Expires August I, 1892.
CHARLES H. MORSS, . . . Superintendent of Schools.
Office Hours:—8.15-9, 12-12.30, every school day. City
Building.
HIGH SCHOOL COMMITTEE.
Charles E. Batchelder, Terra expires August 1, 1890.
Calvin Page, Term expires August 1, 1891.
Alfred Gooding, Term expires August 1, 1892.
STANDING COMMITTEES.
Text Books.—Goodiug, llove^', Batchelder.
Salaries.—Laskey, Sinclair, Urch.





Training School.—Gooding, Urch, Batchelder.
DISTRICT COMMITTEES.
No. 1.—Wendell, Hoyt, Seymour.
No. 2.—Batchelder, Sinclair, Hovey.
No. 3.—Laskey, Urch, Waldeu.
Regular meetings of the Board are held the first Tuesday of
every month.
The regular meetings for the year 1890, will be held Jan. 7,
Feb. 4, Mar. 4, April 1, May 6, June 3, July 1, Aug. 5, Sept.
2, Oct. 7, Nov. 4, Dec. 2,
CALENDAR,
1890.
WINTER TERM, TWELVE WEEKS.
January 6, to March 28.
SPRING TP:RM, TWELVE WEEKS.
Ai)ril 7, to June 27.
FALL TERM SIXTEEN WEEKS.
September 1, to December 19.
WiNTER Term begins January 5, 1891.
I^EpoPt of the Boafd of In^tsfuctsion,
1890.
To THE Honorable Board of Mayor and Aldermen :
At the regular meeting of the Board of Instruction, January
7, 1890, the following order was passed :
Voted, That the Reports presented by the Secretary and Sup-
erintendent of Schools be adopted as the Annual Report of the
Board of instruction for 1889.
C. H. MORSS, Secretary.
Portsmouth, N. H., Jan. 7, 1890.
Report of the Secretary,
Tu the Bjurcl of Instruction, City of Portsmouth, JSF. H.
Gentlemen:—The orders on the City Ti-easurer drawn by
the Board of Instruction and the High School Committee have





C eaning school rooms 219 85
Repairs 19 80






BOOKS, PRINTING AND STATIONERY
Text-books for teachers' desks 56 12
Permanent reference books 50 94
Dictionaries 48 00
Supplementary reading 64 26




Printing annual reports 30 00
Diplonuas 17 30
Letter heads 8 20
Programs 7 00
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Report cards \ 3 00
Labels for free text-books ir> 00
Order blanks, free text-books 27 50
Receipt blanks, free text-books l» 76
Miscellaneous printing 26 50
Letter paper 07 98
Note paper 10 00
Practice paper 22 50
Drawing paper 26 96
Envelopes G 30




Postage and telegrams 1 1 95
Blank books 3 30
Record books 6 65
Music books for High School 108 49
Scrap books 3 00
MISCELLANEOUS.
— 494 88
Brooms, brushes 39 25
Dusters 12 25
Door mat 3 50
Basins, pails and dippers 6 55
Lanterns, oil and cans 6 45
Ash barrels 7 25
Waste baskets , 12 50
Dust pans 1 50
Shovels 2 58
Weights and measures 7 25
Express 3 35
Gas 9 78
Tuning pianos 6 00
Moving pianos 9 00
Rent of Music Hall 18 50
Rubber stamps, dies, pads, &c. 28 50
Errands 3 00
Primary busy work 6 75
Drawing models 61 80
Blackboard erasers 6 79
Repairing charts 75
Pencil sharpeners 7 00
Sand paper disks 3 60
Letter files, binding cases, &c. 5 85





Tu the Board of In struction, Portsmouth. N. H.
Gentlemen :—The following report, the fourth unuual
statement which, as Superintendent of Schools, I have the
honor to present, is respectfully submitted.
The usual tabulated statements for the school year ending
June 30, 1889, as well as statistics for the year of this report
will be found in the appendices.
The nominal length of the terms is forty weeks each year
for all grades of school. This is, I believe, the longest school
year of any town in the State. But this does not represent the
actual time rooms have been open, and instruction given.
From forty weeks must be deducted the holidays, days of
severe storms, days when rooms were insutflciently heated,
convention days, etc. During the past 3'ear the school in ses-
sion the longest had only 37.1 weeks, while the othei' extreme
was 34.5 weeks. The average length of time all the schools
were in session was 36.7, a decrease of 2.3 weeks from the
preceding year.
Beside tliis lost time for all children, about ten per cent of
those belonging in school have been absent every day during
the year, making the total time lost very great. These absen-
tees added to the number of those of school age not attending
any school, which, we have reason to believe, is far from
small, multiply the chances for a large body of illiterates in tiie
near future.
We cannot make sickness the excuse this year for poor at-
tendance, for, except a few cases of diphtheria which occasioned
the suspension of the Woodbury school at Gravelly Ridge for
two weeks, there have been no serious outbret^ks of (lisea,se,
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The teachers too have been more constant in their attend-
ance, substitutes having been called for on 250 sessions, against
808 in 18.S8.
These same complaints of pooi- attendance have l)een made in
school reports ever since School Committees wrote such docu-
ments. While we would attach some blame to the teacher for
this state of affairs, we must acknowledge that she, unaided
bv parental cooperation, cannot accomplish all we desire. An
inquiry into causes for absence frequently reveals the fact that
home government is in the hands of the children, who are thus
able to obtain an excuse for absence on demand. Then servic-
es are often thoughtlesslv required by parents that necessitate
absence which, by a little foresight, could have been avoided.
But the thoughtlessness of parents is only one of the factors
aiding to produce a low percentage of attendance. Much re-
sponsibility rests with the teacher. If she does not know how
to make the school room attractive, the work interesting, so that
children will be eager to come, and to come promptly, she fails
in one of the essentials of a good teacher. In at least four
schools of this city in which for no apparent reason the at-
tendance was very irregular, we have seen an advance made
from the lowest per cent, of daily attendance to among the
highest, with a corresponding decrease in tardiness, simply by a
change of teachers, substituting for the one who failed to make
the school pleasant and cheerful, another who possessed these
qualities. Who can blame children for not wanting to go to
schools where the morning greeting is seldom anything but a
frown, where the intellectual food offered is the monotony of
rote work only, unvaried by exercises calculated to dispel the
dullness ; the teachers of which never work for their pupils be-
yond school hours
!
Children are keen and appreciative observers, and readily
second any effort of the teacher when it is made clear to them,
not by words, but by that subtle influence that only a man or
woman tioroughly imbued with true teaching spirit can exert,
that he is working to make them happier and better. Boys and
girls should enjoy their schools, and be eager for the ringing of
the school bell. No difficulty is experienced in persuading
them to attend a festival ; and, with a correct understanding of
child nature, and by diligent application on the part of the
teacher, school can be made as attractive as any entertainment.
The end of school life should be regarded with regret, rather
than, as is too often the case, looked forward to as a release
from distasteful bondage.
The man or woman who has not sufficient interest in the
work of teaching to devote several hours a day, beyond the
five spent in school, to preparation for the next day, as well
as in higher studv to fit him for better work, is not qualified
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naturally to be a teacher. No one should attempt to teach a
lesson, no matter how many times previously he has taught the
same lesson, without a special preparation for that particular
class ; otherwise the recitation will lack the element of freshness
and newness. To the pupil the lesson may be new, hut the teach-
er cannot feel that same spirit of interest and enthusiasm in
teaching in the same wa}' the subjects that have been given in
the same manner for successive 3'ears. P2ach time the teach-
er must bring new life into the lesson, and t is will require
special preparation. A recitation without the freshness of en-
thusiastic presentation is more insipid than a juiceless orange.
It is for this reason that reviews are so often such dull work
for children.
The schoo's in which dull, monotonous routine crushes the
ambition of both teachers and pupils are happily very few in
this cit}', though we have to confess we possess some. On the
whole we must be considered fortunate in having an earnest
and ambitious corps of teachers, who are doing successful
work.
One means for improving their schools teachers too frequently
neglect, and that is, a proper acquaintance with the liomes In
order to carry on the work of education to the best advantage,
the home and schoo' should know each other, and the methods
of each should be mutually understood. Unless the teacher
knows the homes of pupils, how can she appreciate the difficul-
ties with which some have to contend, or refrain from giving
too much credit to those whose homes aid, rather than retard
mental development? Without this knowledge is there not
danger of doing an injustice? Ignorance of the home is likely
to result in giving praise to those pupils whose home influen-
ces are all on the side of ttie scliool, whose work in school is
excellent because supplemented by good parental training,
whose excellent results are not reached by hard struggles,
while their less fortunate schoolmates, whose home influences
are entirely opposite, who accomplish only with difficulty th
work that the former do with ease, who s'trive harder yet fail
to reach the same degree of excellence, receive little or no
credit from their teacher for the eftbrt put forth. But the
latter are really more deserving of praise than the former, for
it is tue effort, the amount of w^ork necessary to accomplish
the result, that should receive the teacher's encouragement and
praise. If results alone are considered those pupils who put
forth much effort, yet reach only a moderate degree of excel-
lence will become discouraged, and cease trying.
Teachers must know the homes, and, on the other hand, par-
ents mnst be acquainted with the schools, in order properly
to understand what the teachers are attempting for the benefit
of their children. Too often the only knowledge parents have
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of the methods employed is the account of their children, who
cannot be expected to understand the psychological basis for
the means and methods employed by the teacher. Yet the im-
mature judgment of the child is often accepted in condemna-
tion or praise of a teacher, and to man}' this judgment is final.
But would these same parents base their opinions of a minis-
ter, a doctor, or a lawyer upon such evidence ? It is a great in-
justice to the teacher to grant no fairer treatment. Too often
a poor teacher is praised and held for a model by a par-
ent, simply because his children like her ; and, on the contrary,
good teachers occasionally incur the dislike of parents, be-
cause the child's report is adverse, possibly simply from being
required to do something distasteful. This is not right. The
interest of the (uiblic should always be on the side of its
schools. All should feel that the}' are established and con-
ducted for the good of the community, and should sustain
them and their teachers by kindly recognition and friendly
suggest/on. Parents generally never have devoted their at-
tention largely to the schools where their children are receiv-
ing their training for life's work, but this fact does not make
it any the less their duty. The necessity of such an interest
was long ago felt as strongly as today, as the old school reports
show. I cannot better express our sentiments on this sub-
ject than by quoting from a report of our school committee
written nearly sixty years ago.
"The committee are themselves of opinion that too high an
estimate cannot be made of the usefulness of common schools
in any community where they are properly established, and
where they are suitably appreciated ; and that these conditions
are both essential to the entire usefulness of these institutions,
they believe will be universally admitted."
"The latter truth in particular, viz : the necessity that the
people themselves should rightly estimate the benefits of the
public schools,—the committee deem to be ol such immense
practical importance that they desire to bring it home to the
business and bosom of every citizen of this community."
'•The best conducted institutions of this sort will inevitably
fall into decay, unless public attention towards them is kept
perpetually vigilant ;— if the instructors perceive that those who
ought to feel most deeply interested in the Avelfare of their
schools are, in a great measure, indifferent as to their good
or bad condition, they will gradually contract a similar indif-
ference in spite of 1 heir own wishes."
"If the public—if the parents, in whose stead they are
placed,— think little and care less about the state of the
schools, the instructors must be something more than human
if the}' can keep excited to the sam3 degree of diligence, and
can taKe the same pride and pleasui'e in the care of their pn-
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pils, which would be natural if they were assured that the
impartial and unsparing eye of tlie public was constantly fixed
upon them. If the instructors were confident that in the prop-
er discharge of their arduous duties they sliould meet with the
warm and hearty co-operation and grateful aid of parents,
they would go to the performance of their irksome labors with
far other feelings than those which must influence them, when
they know that the parents themselves are indifferent as to the
proficiency of their own children, and grudgingly bestow the
pittance necessary to procure the books and other necessary
means of knowledge, and lend a willing ear to complaints as to
instruction and discipline."
We are fully convinced that more frequent conference be-
tween parents and teachers, both in the homes and at the
schools, would improve greatly the character of the latter.
The number of visits to the different schools by citizens shows
a gratifying increase, and we do not doubt that much good
has resulted therefrom. Not including the number of visits
made by members of the Board and the Superintendent,—the
number of visitors was as follows :
In 1886-7 there were 453
In 1887-8 there were 937
In 1888-9 there were 1005
It is also a pleasure to note the increasing decrease in the
number of tardinesses, and the interest that many parents are
showing in this matter, as indicated Jby their efforts to have
their children on time. The father of one little girl who was in
the habii of being tardy accompanied her to school every day
for two weeks in the endeavor to form the habit of punctuality.
During the last four years the decrease in tardiness has been
G030 or almost seventy-five per cent, since 1885. But even
now we have too many by at least fifteen hundred.
The dismissions do not show that decrease we would like.
Many of them are occasioned hy requiring children to carry
dinners, and by the increasing number of newsboys who must
be excused before the close of the afternoon session to sell the
evening edition of the daily papers. Since 1885 these irregu-
larities have been as follows :
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The course outlined last year with regaid to pupils ton j-ears
of age and upwards in primary grades ol' the first three years
has been continued, and many more of the oider ones advanc-





In the present state of societ}' good government cannot exist
withont some form of punishment for those who wilfully trans-
gress and deprive others of their legal rights, and, until society
be so reformed as to require corrective measures neither for
the protection of the community, nor for the reformation of
the criminal, schools will need to have some power given them
to prevent offences against good order and decorum. The
school is the world on a small scale, and, as in adult life, the
wrong doer must suffer the consequences of his misdeeds, so a
similar retribution must overtake the juvenile offender in the
school room.
Under ordinary circumstances, a teacher possessing a strong
will, under perfect control, tact, and good judgment, will re-
quire no extraneous means for maintaining good order. But
there are times, though few and far between, when vigorous
measures must be resorted to. It is true that a rebellious
spirit might be expelled from the school, but, in the history of
the world, rebels nave not generall}' been so dealt with. If
the school rebel can be tamed by an application of the rattan,
it seems to me best for him, and for the communit}'. to keep
him in school, rather than to turn him adrift to pick up his
education on the street. "•However bad a particular govern-
ment may be," says Taine, "there is something still worse,
and that is the suppression of all government."
PLven if whipping does not work reform in the individual who
suft'ers the application of it, there are times when the teacher
must decide, and that quickly, between the good of one and
the good of the community, whether one shall be promptly
checked in his course, or the whole scliool rendered liable
to disorganization. If, by use of the rattan, a wilfully diso-
bedient child can be kept in school, it is better for him to be
kept there, than to be deprived of school privileges which he
does not appreciite, and which he would prefer to give up.
Expulsion would be to him the thing most to be desired, rid-
ding him of school which is usually distasteful to such boys. I
should invaribly say to the teacher, 'keep him in school, unless
he be too depraved, without corporal punishment if possir)(le,
but keep him,' otherwise he will he deprived of even the small
chance of development he might have from the healthy, moral
atmosphere that should pervade every school room.
Almost every child can be reached and taught to control
himself by some other means, and the wise teacher will find
these out and use them. Possibly if we understood boy na-
ture sufficiently, even the incorrigible, so called, might be
trained by loving words, rather ihan by blows. Armed with
authority, or power to punish, the wise teacher will seldom or
never have occasion to use it. Our schools are better with-
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out corporal punishment to the extent it was formerly adminis-
tered, and each year witnesses an impiovement in discipline,
together with a decrease of punishments, and in time we hope
the}' will entirely disappear. For the last four years the cases
have been as follows :




Children are trained in the virtue of self conti'ol, taught that
it is a priiseworthy thing to govern their own actions and their
tempers, rather than to yield thain only to force. Of the sixty
two cases last year all were fully reprjrted uoon, and the )-e-
ports placed on file at the office. The form of such report is
as follows :
REPORT OF PUNISHMENT.






What other means used for his reform?
Character of the pupil
Home influences
Were his parents notifled of his conduct before the purishment?
What response was made?





The use of these reports during the past four years, and
their lendency to diminish harsh and degrading forms of pun-
ishment have fully justified the requirement of them.
Perfect self control on the part of the teacher, respect for
the rights and feelings of the child, a quiet manner, a calm
and serene disposition are the necessary equipments of a true
taacher in order to discipline well a school. With these he
will seldom or never require a rattan. The teacher must re-
spect the child, must never consider him stupid, for stupidity
is simply the inability to comprehend the instruction given b}'
the teacher, and the latter must look to himself to find the rea-
son for the dullness. Charles Lamb has well expressed it
:
"If you hear a teacher talking a great deal about the stupidity
of his pupils, you may be sure the greatest dunce in the school
is on the platform."
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Whipping nevei- made a dull child bright, nor a liar a truth-
ful child, but the fear of punishment has been known in man}'
cases to make pupils tell falsehoods, and nervous children io
appear stupid. In this matter of moral training, for teaching
self government is one phase of the moral instruction in school,
the teacher must have a thorough knowledge of children, their
habits, their tastes, their physical health, but first and foremost
he must know himself, and have his own powers subject to his
will.
" O'er wayward children wouldst thou hold firm rule ?
And sun thee in the light of happj' faces ?
Love, Hope and Patienre; these must be thy graces,
And in thine own heart let thera first keep school."
CHANGE OF TEACHERS.
There have been the usual number of changes by resigna-
tion during the past year, but only two transfers. The fact
that so few are seeking to be transferred to other schools indi-
cates a more contented spirit and consequent better work.
Now that there is nothing to be gained in salary by a change
of school or grade, teachers are widing to teach in those grades
for which they are best adapted.
Resignations, 1889.
Frank W. Sweet, Walker school. May 17.
Olive A. Akerman, Jones '' June 28.
John Pickard, High " June 28.
Henrietta E. deRochemont, Spalding '' June 28.
Annie S. Hanscome, AValker " Sept. 4.
Josephine B. Stuart, Training *•' Sept. 4.
Grace F. Leavitt, Haven '' Dec. 20.
Leave of Absence.
Alice M. Marston, Bartlett school, Sept. 3.
Transfer.
Annie P. Gilbert, Haven to Spalding, Sept. 2.














Substitnteg were furnished for two hundred and fifty ses-
sions during the year. Great difficulty has been experienced
in providing a sufficient number of substitutes to meet the de-
mand. In several instances we have been obliged to close
schools, as no one could be found to teach them during the
temporary absence of the teachers. Especially has this been
the case during the Fall Term when the only three available
substitutes were employed as regular teachers at the Cabot
street school, during the suspension, temporary we hope, of the
school as a Training school. Wc need more pupil teachers
from which to choose our substitutes, but our necessities in
this should not compel, or even allow us, to place the work
in charge of an unsuitable person. Better by far close the
school till the regular teacher is able to return, than allow it to
become disordeily bj- the failures of poor substitutes. It is
for this reason that a few schools have been closed when there
were no proper substitutes.
THE TEACHER.
The selection of suitable teachers for the training of the
generation that will follow us is the greatest responsibility
that school boards have placed upon them, and a mistake in
an appointment is so far reaching, influencing the whole life
of the child and adult, that it is little short of a crime to pass
the matter over lightly, and not to give due consideration to
the qualities that a good teacher should possess. There are
very few really first class t-^iachers. Among the dozens of
applicants who seek a vacant position there will seldom be
more than two or three whom the judicious committee would
consider as elegible candidates. The cause for this dearth of
good teachers may be in the fact that the school room offers
so little pecuniary inducement for men or women of education,
that those who v.'luntarily ch< ose this work, choose with it a
life of comparative poverty. For, in every case, the good
teacher who keeps on being a good teacher must grow in mind
and power, and such growth requires the outlay of much time
and money, making the necessary expense of life equal to the
income. I heard a' prominent college professor once remark
that no one not possessed of an independent fortune could
afford to be a teacher. But notwithstanding the inferio- com-
pensation there can scarcely be found a bod}' of more zealous
wi>rke'-s than the majority of teachers of the present who have
voluntarily chosen this life. I would call your attention to a
few of the qualities the ideal teacher bhoul < possess.
The first qualification, and the most Important one, for,
without it, all other excellencies are ineffectual in the school
room, is good health. Pupils should never be sacrificed to the
poor health of the teacher. The methods of the present, re-
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quiring so much work of the teacher, demand good health to
use them properlN*. A woman whose strength is exhausted by
her efforts dui-ing school sessions has nothing left to devote to
further prepaiation foi her work, and, without such stud}', pro-
fessional growth is retarded, and he weak teacher, left behind
by her stronger fellow laborers, soon sinks into tht; ruts of
routine work merely.
The continuous nervous strain of teaching, (by which we
mean the mental and moral training, the character building),
of forty to fift}' young, vigorous, and resiless boys and girls is
very wearing to ihe system of the healthiest, without the .strug-
gle to overcome the poisonous effects of the dust and other
impurities she must inhale. The weak teacher, after a little
work, becomes tired, her nervous s3-stem exhausted, and, as a
result, she becomes fretful, degenerating into a scold, respected
neither by herself , nor by her pupils. I huve noted many cases
of teachers, not very strong, who, filled with new life from the
summer vacation, start oft" the term with enthusiasm for their
work, with a firm resolve not to let their nervousness control
them, but who, after a few weeks, grow tired, then fretful, and
finally their will ceases to control their acts. Their schools
change with them. In the first weeks there is a cheerfulness
in all their work, the room is full of sunshine. Soon clouds
appear ; at first only an occasional shadow flitting across
this summer landscape, but gradually increasing in number
till a settled gloom pervades the whole atmosphere, when stud-
ies become dreary tasks, and books, luckily if not the teach* r
too, hated objects. Let us have the cheerfu'ne^s of health,
by all means, in our school rooms.
The second qualification I would demand is conscientious-
ness, a strict integrity that attends to little as well as great
things, that considers it wrong to deviate even the slightest in
word, thought, or deed from the highest standard of rectitude ;
one who has no bad habits, or habits repugnant to the patrons
of the school, whether they be bad in themselves or not. This
last seems to be essential, for to accomplish successfully the
mission of the teacher requires the sympathy of the parents,
and habits repellent to their ideas cannot beget the proper con-
fidence.
When the teacher does not possess this conscientiousness,
the pupils invariably feel it, ana show it in their ow^i charac-
ters. A teacher influences by example rather than by precept.
Pupils are educated by the character of the teacher, by that
"reserved force which acts directly by presence, and without
means." Such a character must be based upon the purest
truth. "He is thus the medium of the highest influence to all
who are not on the same level," said JCmerson.
In the next place the true teacher must be an enthusiast, and
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this depends on love for the Avork. The man or woman who
regards the life of a teacher simpl}' as a means of livelihood,
who has no genuine love for children, cannot enter the school-
)-oom with a proper spirit. Enthusiasm can come only from
contentment with the course one has chosen, and a constant
striving to excel in that course. Nothing excellent can be
done without this. B3- this is meant contentment with the
choice, not with the attainments. Contentment with the
Ijresent acquirements shows lack of ambition, and this lack
stultifies mental growth. A listless, inattentive class reflects a
similar character in the teacher. The class is the mirror of
the teacher's character, not a plane one showing the imperfec-
tions in their true size and shape, but a glass mtignifying and
distorting, exaggerating the defects till they almost obliterate
the good qualities. How necessary then is it that the teacher
should be a person of the highest conscientiousness who can
influence his pupils, lead them into the higher intellectual and
moral atmosphere, by wha' he is himself! It is a law of nature
that a fountain cannot rise higher than its source, so it is a
moral axiom that the pupil can not reach higher standards
than are set for him by the example of his teachers, including
in the word teachers all the cii-cumstances and influences of his
environment, for not only is he educated by his school teacher
but by all his surroundings. If Ins environment outside of
school is such as to drag him to a low^er level, the greater is
the need of the very highest moral standards on the part of
the teacher.
Teachers must render decisions in cases of controversy, and
render them promptly with little time for consideration. This
necessitates a strongly judicial mind, a love of justice, com-
bined with tact and serenity of mind. The decisions of the
teacher must be so fair and equitable that all parties shall see
the wisdom and the justice of them. They should be unques-
tioned be.ause of their fairness.
That a teacher should be well educated is axiomatic ; none
will deny the necessity for this acquirement. But the degree,
the extent of the education is the point on which we differ.
My ideal teacher would possess a training much broader than
most now possess, would not be content with a high school
or academy course, but would explore the higher realms of
thought in broader fields of study. Such a teacher would nev-
er be guilt}' of the error I once knew a teacher to commit of
explaining to a class of little children that a mouse was a baby
rat. The teacher must have a knowledge of the subjects
taught* far beyond that of her class, in order to bring to 1 he
recitation freshness and vigor that belongs only to thorough
knowledge. Consider for a moment what a complete knowledge
of geography implies. Geography treats of the earth, its
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form, size, shape, and motions ; its measurements and repre-
sentations ; tlie land, water, and atmosphere; tlie plants and
animals, with their dist ibution ; the people, their countries,
occupations, and g-overnment. In other words geograph}' is
an epitome of nearly all the sciences, physical and natural, and
the higher mathematics. A knowledge of astrononi}-, geology,
mineralogy, zoology, botany, palaeontolog}', and numerous
other sciences is implied in a complete understanding of geog-
raphy. Properly to give an outline or abstract, and bring out
the salient points of each science requires a broad stud}'.
The teacher must never consider his edncation completed.
The field of knowledge is constantly broadening, and the
teacher must broaden with it. He must be a student. It is
not enough to study booi^s alone, he must devote himself to
nature as well, and especially must he study children, and their
development.
With the education should also go a special training for the
work of teaching ; studying the methods and aims of the past
to learn their successes and to avoid their errors ; a training
that keeps definitely before the mind the object to be attained,
and shows ways and means for reaching it. In other words,
the natural powers of the individual should be strengthened
and made more eflective by a study of methods.
Lastly the teacher must not be a recluse, must not shut him-
self up entirely in his study, but must know the world. He
should be strong socially, an addition and an ornament to the
society of the place where he works. He must not allow his
horizon to be circumscribed by the narrow limits of his own
city, but should know the rest of the world. So far as possible
he should be a traveler, and, in his travels, a keen and critical
observer.
These are a few qualifications that the ideal teacher will
possess ; all should possess them in some degree.
When the man or woman possessing these requirements 's
found and placed in charge of a school, the Board should retain
his servi -es as long as possible, and, in every way, encourage
him in his work ; show him that he is appreciated, for the feel-
ing of appreciation and security is essential to the best results.
It is evident that a good leacher ought to be retained in his
position as long as possible, and to encourage him to remain he
should be given the feeling of security or permanence in his
place so long as he remains a good teacher. But there can be
little feeling of security or permanence in a system in which
the employees are discharged every year, and then hired again,
this being practically what our method of annual eleciion
amounts to. What business firm or corporation would think
of introducing such a system for its employees? It seems to
rno hardly necessary to subject the teacher, who has served the
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cit}- faithfully a series ofyears,and who has done successful work,
to the ordeal of annual election. It hampers the teacher, for,
no matter how conscientious in the discharge of dnt}', he can-
not have that freedom necessary to perfect success, thinking,
as he must in his teaching, of the effect this or that may have
on his re-election. To request the resignation of a poor teach-
er is as easy as to refuse to re-elect him at the expiration of a
year of service. After a teacher has taught successfully for
two or three years, it seems to me he ought to be excused from
the unpleasantness of annual election. I would recommend
that the Rules and Regulations be so amended as to permit the
election of teachers during the pleasure of the Board rather
than for one year, only those who have taught successJuUy and
to the entire satisfaction of the Board for three years to come
under the provisions of this tenure rule. All others should be
elected or dropped from the list^ as at present. A rule of this
kind would probably result in our teachers remaining with us
for a longer period than they now do. From one-eighth to one-
fifth of our entire force changes every year. But with the
security of tenure of office there would be an inducement to
remain with us, where this act would show them the}' were
appreciated, rather than to seek other places where their
success or failure is a matter of conjecture merely.
THE TRAINING SCHOOL.
Number of pupil teachers enrolled, 1889,
" " " graduated, ''
" " " resigned, "
" " " to be graduated, Feb. 1890,
'• graduates to date,
The ten graduates of this school are, with one exception,
now engaged in teaching, and are doing successful work.
Eight of this number have been or are now employed in our
own schools. The following is a complete list of the grad-




































Miss Stuart, the principal, having received a call to take
charge of a training school in New Bedfnrcl, Mass., at a salary
of $1200, resigned in August, and her successor has not yet
been appointed. Meantime Misses Morrison, Ferguson, and
Farrington, graduates in 1889, and Misses Mabel Farrington
and Seavey, of the senior class, have had charge of the schools
of the building, and have successfully carried on the Avork of
teaching the children.
The Superintendent has devoted the little time he could take
from the work of supervision to carrying on the training work
with the junior class. The School Laws of N. H. have been
studied, and the History of Education begun. The juniors
Aave also had some practice in teaching under the direction of
Misses Morrison and Ferguson.
Under Miss Stuart's management, the school accomplished
so ranch good, both in providing us with good teachers, and in
elevating the character of the teaching in all schools, that we
hope another teacher will soon be appointed. This school lur-
nishes the only opportunity* in the city for the graduates of our
own schools to learn how to teach and manage a school.
The argument for reestablishing the school is strong from a
financial point of view also, as it costs us less to teach the child-
ren of the Training school than it does any other similar num-
ber in other parts of the city, or even in this sehooi when cou-
ducted as regular schools with experienced teachers.
The pupil teachers of the school are as follows :
Seniors.
Mabel E. Farrington, YAia M. Seavey,
Juniors.
Alice M. Berry, Nellie A. Morrison,
Anna F. Rile}'.
FREE TEXT-BOOKS AND SUPPLIES.
The following act was passed by the last Legislature, and be-
comes a law January 1, 1890 :
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives in General
Court convened :
Section i. The school committee of every city and town shall pur-
chase, at the expense of such city or town, text-books and other sup-
plies used in the public schools; and said text-books and supplies shall
be loaned to the pupils of said public schools free of charge, subject to
such rules and regulations as to care and custody as the school com-
mittee may prescribe; provided, that in purchasing the first supply of
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text-hooks under this act the school coniinittee may effect a change in
the text-books previously and then in use upon anj subject.
Sec. 2. Pupils supplied with text-books at the time of the passage
of this act shall not be supplied with similar books by the committee
until needed.
Sec. 3. This act shall take effect upon the first day of January,
eighteen hundred and ninety.
Approved July 30, 1SS9.
By the requisitions of this law we are obliged to provide,
not onh' books, but all supplies used in school ; slates, pen-
cils, paper, pens, penholders, rubber erasers, note books, etc.
As a guide in purchasing new material, we have caused to
be taken and placed on file, both at the schools and at the
office of the Superintendent, inventories of the books and sup-
plies owned by the children. These show a large number not
furnished with books, man}- parents having refused lo buy
at the beginning of the school year in September, preferring to
retard the progress of their children in their work rather than
pay a few cents for the necessary books, knowing that the law
would take effect January 1. This necessitates the buying of
a much larger stock than we had anticipated. The High
School begins new studies in all its classes at the opening of
the next term, all of which will have to be provided for.
With the large number in the High School, which this 3'ear
is almost thirteen per cent, of our total enrollment, we must
expect a large expenditure for books. I do not see how we can
suppl}' the requirements for less than $2500 for 1890. The
expense the first two years must of necessity be greater than
later when the city will own a sufficient number of books to
supply all its pupils.
From the experience of other cities we feel confident that the
operations of this law will lesult in increased membership and
a lengthening of the period of attending school. Many more
will go to the High School, now that the burden of providing
books is removed from the parents. The books will be better
taken care of, as they are only loaned to the pupil, and he will
not feel that he can abuse city property as he would his own.
There will likewise be a great saving of time for teaching,
since we shall not be delayed at the beginning of each term
from one to three weeks by pupils not having sufficient books.
Under the old system our classes did not fairl}' get to work till
the third week, owing to the failure of parents to get books.
Now work can commence on the first day of the term. Al-
though more clerical work will be placed on the teacher, the
work of teaching will be lightened by all being supplied with
suitable material promptly.
Each principal orders his needed supplies on a blank form
with stub, after the manner of a check book, and sends to the
Superintendent for his approval, who, after recording it, sends
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it to the one in charge of the city supply. Here it is filled,
and a record kept with each principal. The principal keeps
an account with the supply agent, also with his assistant
teachers, in books provided for that purpose. The latter keep
an account with the individual pupils, charging them with the
book loaned, as in a library.
Each book bears the foUowino; label
:
PROPERTY OF THE
CITY OF PORTSMOUTH, N. H.
This Book is loaned to the pupil free
of charge.
It must not be marked upon with
pencil or ink, and must be kept clean.
If a pupil loses, or unnecessarily de-
faces or injures a book, he must pav
for it.
The book may be carried home for




The pupil to whom the book is charged is lesponsible for its
care and custody, and, if injured, he is the one to account for
it, and to replace it. We shall aim to train children to proper
respect for the property not their own, and this S3'stem furnishes
us another means of inculcating the principles of order and
neatness.
The following schedule based upon that prepared by Supt.
Connell, of Fall River, Mass.^ but adapted to our Portsmouth
requirements, will indicate the amount of perishable material
needed b}' the schools each year.
Primary Grades.
4 gross crayons to each 100 pupils.
6 slate pencils to each pupil.
20 slates to each 100 pupils.
1 lead pencil (common) to each pupil.
1 drawing peupil to each pupil.
1-4 ream letter paper to each 100 pupils.
2 reams practice paper to eacli 100 pupils.
2 writing books to each pupil above first grade.
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2 drawing books to each pupil above first gi-ade.
1 ream manilla drawing paper to each 100 pupils.
8 blackboard erasers to each 100 pupils.
4 quarts of ink to each 100 pupils above first grade.
4 gross pens to each 100 pupils above first grade.
20 penholders to e icli 100 pupils above first grade.
1 practice book to each pupil of third grade.
Intermediate Grades.
4 gross crayons for each 100 pupils.
6 slate pencils to each pupil.
20 slates to each 100 pupils.
1 common lead pencil to each pupil.
1 drawing pencil to each pupil.
4 reams letter paper to each 100 pupils.
1 ream note paper to each 100 pupils.
2 writing books to each pupil.
20 specimen books to each 100 pupils.
1 writing book cover and blotter to each pupil.
2 drawing books to each pupil.
2 reams manilla drawing paper to each 100 pupils.
15 blackboard erasers to each 100 pupils.
1 rubber eraser to each pupil.
5 quarts of ink to each 100 pupils.
5 gross pens to each 100 pupils.
20 penholders to each 100 pupils.
1 note book to each pupil.
Grammar Grades.
6 gross crayons to each 100 pupils.
6 slate pencils to each pupil.
20 slates to each 100 pupils.
1 gross common lead pencils to each 100 pupils.
1 gross drawing pencils to each 100 pupils.
6 reams letter paper to each 100 pupils.
2 reams note paper to each 100 pupils.
2 reams practice paper to each 100 pupils.
2 writing books to each pupil.
20 practice books to each 100 pupils.
1 cover and blotter to eoch pupil.
2 drawing books to each pupil.
2 reams manilla drawing paper to each 100 pupils.
20 blackboard erasers to each 100 pupils.
1 rubber eraser to each pupil.
2 note books to each pupil.
10 quarts of ink to each 100 pupils.
8 gross pens to each 100 pupils.
20 penholders to each 100 pupils.
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From an experience of seventeen years with free text-books,
Supt. Connell estimates tlie life of the various text-books as
follows :
Primcu-y Grades.
First Reader, 1 year ; Second Reader, two years ; Third
Reader, "2 1-2 years.
Intermediate Grades.
Reader, 3 years ; Arithmetic, 3 years ; Geograph}', 2 l -2
years ; Spelling Book, 4 years ; Singing Book, 6 years.
Grammar Grades.
Geography and Grammar, 3 years ; Histoiy and Arithmetic,
4 years ; Spelling Book, Reader, and Physiology, 5 years ;
Singing Book, G years.
The experience of one city in these matters is not necessa-
rily the same as that of others, for the requirements of the
course of study are likely to be very different, causing the
wear of books, and the consumption of material in the one
case to vary greatly from the amount used in another. But, as
a general rule, teachers are economical of material, and the
children soon acquire like habits. M}- own experience with
free books in the past has been that the whole stock has to
be renewed ever}' three years, that is, about one third of a full
supply must be bought each year, or assuming that it will cost
eighty cents per pupil, which will be a very low estimate, the
annual expenditure will have to be between $1100 and S1200.
For the next two years, at least, the 3'early cost will be more
than twice that amount.
CONCLUSION.
In every department of school stud}', the classes are doing
better and more work this year than ever before. The class
tliat is not advanced to the required work of the grade is the
exception, and the teachers deserve great credit for their ex-
ertions to bring about this state of affairs.
The outline of work for this year is given at the end of the
report. These outlines have to be varied from j'ear to year
as the needs of the classes demand, but this shows the char-
acter and the amount of work we expect to accomplish. Miss
Smart the teacher of drawing, has prepared a synopsis of the
work required this ye.-?!' in form study, color, and drawing, to
which I invite your intention. This department is as yet ele-
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mentary, but, under the able direction of the teacher, so great
advances have been made during the last four months, that we
feel confident that, in the course of the next 3-ear or two, we
can produce some really advanced work that will stand with
that done in other cities.
In conclusion I desire to express my thanks to the teachers
of the city for the ready and hearty support they have given,
and to the Board of Instruction for their sympatliy with, and
indorsement of the various methods undertaken to raise the




Portsmouth, N. H., December 31, 1889.
Report of High ScliooL
To the High School Committee^ Portsmouth, N. H.
Gentlemen : The following statistics of the school for the
year 1888-89, are submitted.





The graduates in the class of 1889 were as follows :
NAMES OF GRADUATES.
CLASSICAL COURSE :


















The number of pupils
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language. It is well that the refining and huraanizing influen-
ces of these studies should be blended with the peculiar train-
ing to be derived from the sciences and mathematics.
The work in Histor}', as wdl be seen, embraces a course of
Ancient, Mediaeval and Modern History, and is designed,
with the aid of much collateral reading, to give the pupil a
complete survey of this department of knowledge.
In the study of English the plan is to give more atteutioQ in
the early part of the course to written work, such as, abstract
writing, turning poetry into prose, and composition writing, al-
so work in criticism ; while the time devoted in the latter part
of the course to this study will be given largely to a critical
reading of the best authors, as hitherto.
The resources of instruction have been largely increased by
a generous addition to the physical apparatus, which is design-
ed to illustrate the laws and facts of Acoustics and Optics.
By means of the large screen recentl}' arranged good opportun-
ity is now given for experimentation in optics as well as for
lantern projection.
My connection with the school has been of too short duration
to enable me to speak definitely of its minor needs ; I will sim-
ply mention one important adjunct to successful school work
without which no school can secure the most desirable results,
and that is, an active and personal interest in the work of the
school on the part of the parents of its pupils. Visitors will be
cordially welcomed at any time, and it is to be hoped that par-
ents and others will avail themselves of this opportunity to in-
crease the efflcienc}' of this most important branch of the pub-
lic school system.
Very respectfully,
January 1, 1.S90. IRVING H. UPTON.
COURSE OF STUDY.
ENGLISH COURSE.
1st year, Algebra, Eng. Histor}', Book Keeping, English.
"' '' Phys. Geography, *•*
" Botany, Civil Government, ''
2nd year, Geometry, Botany, Physics, English.
" Ancient History, Physics, English.
3nl year, Physiology, Modern History, Chemistry, English.
Astronomy, " " '^
Commercial Arith, "• " "
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LATIN COURSE.
Isi ye(u\ Latin Gram., Algebra, Iilnglish History, English.
" •' Botany. "
2nd year, Caesar, Geometry, Botany, or Physics, English
'' " Anc. History, '' '' "
3d year, Cicero, French, Mediseval History or Chemistry, English
" " Modern " " " •"
4th year, Vergil, French, Physiology, English.
" " Astronomy, "
*"• " Com. Arith., ''•
NOTES.
The Classical or College Course remains as before, un-
changed.
Change from one course to another will not be allowed ex-
cept by permission of the High School Committee.
No pupil is entitled to pass on from one j^ear's work to an-
other unless seventy-five per cent, of the number of credits
has been obtained.
Parents who desire further information regarding choice of
studies are requested to confer with the master before or at the
beginning of the school-year.
The work of the French classes has been outlined by Miss
Wright to prepare pupils for admission to any college. The





Le Voyage de Pere Perrichon (play.)
Graziella, (Lamartine.)
Les Uoigts de Fee, (Play for sight reading.)
SECOND YEAR.
Le Roi des Montagues, (Edmoud About.)
Esther, (Kacine.)
Precis de la Litterature Francaise, (to 16th ct.) (Thuriet.)
Les Precieuses Ridicules.
Dosia, (Henri Greville.) Sight reading.
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REQUIREMENTS FOR ADMISSION.
The requirements for admission to the school are a certificate
of qualification from one of the public grammar schools, which
is given only to those completing the grammar school course of
study satisfactorily, or the passing of a successful examination
by those fitted at other schools or by private teachers.
The examination will be held in June 1890, the time to be
duly advertised.
Candidates will be expected to be prepared in the following :
Arithmetic (Greenleaf's complete, except Metric system.)
Book Keeping, by Single Entr}'.
Geograph}'.




The examination in English will include grammar, spelling,
and the reading, with understanJing and explaining, of standard
English literature.
Candidates for 1890 will be expected to be prepared on Scott's
Ivanhoe and Lady of the Lake, Irving's Sketch Book, Long-
fellow's Evangeline, Whittier's Snow Bound.
It is also recommended that candidates understand the work
in drawing and music, such as is done in the grammar schools,
that the}' may, on entering, take up these studies with the rest
of the cJass.
Respectfully,
C. H. MORSS, Superintendent.
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STATISTICS FOR SCHOOL YEAR 188&-9.
Number of children in the city Ma}' 1, between the
ages of five and fifteen 1578
Boys 809
Girls 769
Length of school year in weeks 40
Whole number of different pupils registered 1406
Average number belonging to the schools 1042
Average daily attendance 932
Average daily absence 110
Percentage of daily attendance 89.4
Number of pupils who have not been absent 75
Number of pupils who have not been absent or tardy 32
Number of visits by Superintendent 451
Number of visits by Committee 25
Number of visits by others 1005
Total visits ' 1481
Whole number of pupils exclusive of those who had been
previousl}' registered in some other school 1256
Bovs 660
Girls 596
Number of pupils under five years of age 2
" " over fifteen years of age 134
'' '» between five and fifteen 1120
'' " under six years of age 96
" '' over sixteen j-ears of age 58
" " between six and sixteen 1102




Number of non-resident pupils 20
" sessions substitutes were employed 1889 250
1888 308
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Pupils not absent or tardy for the year ending
June 30, 1889.
HIGH SCHOOL.
At)nie M. Furber, Ralph Cheever,
Lillian A. Odell, P>ed Leach,
Sophia O. Hoyt, Charles Moat,
R. E. Hannaford, Albion Shaw.
WALKP:R SCHOOL.
Fannie M. Donohiie, Bertrand Trefethen,
Arthur Harriman, Bertha Dennett,
P^llswoith Hodgdon, Margaret Donohue,
William N. Noyes, Samuel Gerrish,
John Furber,
FRANKLIN SCHOOL.
Charles Johnson, Annie Hanscom,
JONES SCHOOL.
Susie Bartlett. Harry Stackpole,
Percy Davis, Editli Ilodsdon,
Walter Hodsdon, Arthur Vennard,




George Parker Gertrude Russell,
Horace Peverlev, Minnie Woods,
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1889-90 Outline of Work.
lianguage.
FIRST YKAR. FIRST HALF.
Conversational exerci-es— [Consult Miss Badlam's Sugges-
tive Lessons, pp 7-32.] Read from blackboard, [scri!)t ;]
from Appleton's and Butlei's charts, Cleveland's Plrsr Term's
Work, Two Primers— [Sugg;estive Lessons in Reading.] Copy
words and sentences from reading lessons. Phonic drill dai!}'.
SECOND HALF.
Read six or more Primers and several First Readers. Mem-
ory gems from Nursery Classics and other sources. Dictation—^Capitals, period, question mnrks. Write simple letters.
Story telling and reproduction, [Suggestive Lessons, p 40.]
Phonics daily.
SECOND YEAR. FIRST HALF.
Drill book—Franklin Second Reader. Read five or six First
Readers and two or more Second Readers at sight. Silent
Reading. Memory gems. Spelling— (written,) words from all
lessons. Names of the letters in the order of the alphabet.
Phonics. Capitals, punctuation marks. Letter writing.
Homonyms (See Cyclostyle notes.) Stories from pictures,
oral and written.
SECOND HALF.
Drill book—Franklin Second Reader. Read several Second
Readers at sight. Silent reading. Continue in other lines the
work of first half vear.
THIRD YEAR.
Drill book—Franklin Third Reader. Read several Second
and Third Readers at sight. Silent Reading. Memory gems.
Spelling, oral and written, from all lessons. Homonyms
marked for this year. Phonics. Miss Hyde's Practical Les-
sons in Use of English, Book I, P:irt I, alsD Suggestive Les-
sons, Appendix.
FOURTH YEAR.
Drill book—Franklin Third Reader. Sight and silent read-
ing, ^sop's Fables, Andersen's Fairy Tales. Spelling as
before. Phonics. Practical Lessocs, Book I, Part II.
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FIFTH YEAll.
Drill book—Franklin Fourth Reader. Hawthorne's Wonder
Book, DeFoe's Robinson Crusoe, Longfellow's Shorter Poems.
Phonics. Memory gems. Use as guide Metcalf s Language
Exercises, Part I. Spelling from alt lessons, oral and written.
SIXTH YEAR.
Drill book—Franklin Fourth Reader. Sight and silent read-
ing daily. Hawthorne's Grandfather's Chair. Kingley's Water
Babies. Longfellows Shorter Poems. Phonics daily. Spelling
from all lessons, oral and written. Homonyms. Declama-
tions once a month. Metcalf's Language Exercises, Parts II
and III.
SEVENTH YEAR.
Drill book—Franklin Fifth Reader. Hawthorne's Biographi-
cal Sketches, Twice Told Tales, &c. Franklin's Autobiogra-
phy, Burroughs' Birds and Bees. Whittier's Snow Bound and
Among the Hills. Phonics. Spelling as before. Declama-
tions once a month. Guides; Practical Lessons in Use of
English, Book II, Our Language, Part 1.
EIGHTH YEAR.
Drill book—Franklin Fifth Reader. Irving's Sketch Book,
Longfellow's Evangeline and Miles Standish. Spelling, oral
and written. Phonics daily. Declamations once a month.
Essays twice each term. Four abstracts of books read at home.
Grammar—Elements of sentence ; parts of speech ; plural and
case forms. (Patterson's Grammar to Lesson 32.)
NINTH YEAR.
Read Scott's Ivanhoe and Lady of the Lake. Spelling, both
oral and written. Phonics daily. Declamations once a month.
Composition, as for eighth year. Grammar— Analysis; Pro-
nouns; Adiectives ; Verl)s—Patterson's Grammar.
Apithmetie.
FIRST YEAR. FIRST HALF.
Numbers to 5, objectively, (without figures.) Use Went-
worth and Reed as a guide.
SECOND HALF.
Numbers to 10, objectively; teach figures; counting objec's
to 50 ; Use Wentworth and Reed, also Numbers Illustrated.
Roman Numerals to XII—Teach time bv the clock.
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SECOND YEAR. FIRST HALF.
Numbers to 15. Signs of addition, subtraction, multiplica-
tion and division. Halves and fourths. Pint, quatt, gallon.
U. S. Money. Building tables. Time by the clock.
SECOND HAL
Numbers to 20. Thirds and sixths. Pound, ounce, peck,
bushel. Roman Notation to XX. U. S. Money.
THIRD YEAR. FIRST HALF.
Add, subtract, multiply and divide to 100. Numeration and
Notation to 1000. Yard, foot, inch. Teach eighth^^. U. S.
Money. Give much mental work. (First Lessons in Numbers.)
SECOND HALF.
Add. subtract, multiply, and divide by long division (divisors
to 12) to 1000. Roman Notation to M." U. S. Money. Men-
tal work.
FOURTH YEAR. FIRST HALF.
Addition and subtraction to 1,000,000. Tenths and hun-
dredUis. Teach the principal weights and measures. Mental
Arithmetic. [Brief Course Arithmetic].
SECOND HALF.
Multiplication and Division to 1,000,000. Addition and
subtraction of small fractions, objectively. U. S. Money.
Bills. Mental Arithmetic.
FIFTH YEAR. FIRST HALF.
Addition, subtraction, multiplication and division, thorough-
ly reviewed. Common weights and measures. Simi)le frac-
tions to twelfths and hundredths (all the processes.) U. S.
Money. Mental work. [Brief Course Arithmetic]
Fractions to twelfths and thousandths. U. S. Money.
Weights and Measures. Bills. Mental Work.
SIXTH YEAR. FIRST HALF.
Addition, subtraction and division of common and decimal
fractions (simultaneously). Bills. Factors a- d Multiples.
SECOND HALF.
Multiplication of fractions. Weights and measures com-
pleted. (Measurements pp 121-166, omitting metric system).
SEVENTH YICAK. I'lHST HALF.
Compound Numbers. Practical work in long, square and
cubic measures, and in avoirdupois weight.
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SECOND HALF
Percentage (without the element of time).
EIGHTH YEAR. FIRST HALF.
Percentage, with element of time, (method of interest page
187). Review the work of previous years.
SECOND HALF.
Percentage finished and reviewed
NINTH YEAR. FIRST HALF.
Ratio and Proportion (omit Compound Prop.) Involution
and Evolution, including Square and Cube Root. Applications




THIRD YEAR. FIRST HALF.
Home Geography. School surroundings ; direction ; points
of the compass ; forms of land and water.
SECOND HALF.
Climate. Soils. Productions. Grand divisions of land and
water. Teach meaning of maps and globes.
FOURTH YEAR. FIRST HALF.
Review work of third year. People, including government,
religion, etc. Geography of Portsmouth. New Hampshire.
United States in general and special study of New England.
Use maps and globes. Read Miss Andrews' Seven Little Sis-
ters and Each and All. Miss Hall's Our Woild.
SECOND Half.
The rest of North America. South America.
FIFTH YEAR. FIRST HALF.
Primary Geography as a text book. Review N. and S. Amer-
ica by topics, Europe. Map drawing by tracing. Geograph-
ical Readers.
SECOND half.
Asia, Africa, Australia by topics. Maps. Geographical
Readers.
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SIXTH YEAR. FIRST HALF.
Grammar School Geography. United States and the rest of
North America, Special study of N. U. and New England.
Map drawing.
SECOND HAI>K.
South America. Great Britain. Use Geographical Read-
ers. Map drawing
SEVENTH YEAR. FIRST HALF.
Europe. Asia. Map drawing.
SECOND HALF.
Africa. Australia and Pacific Islands. New Hampshire
and New England. Map drawing.
EIGHTH YEAR. FIRST HALF.




Review topics once a week.
J-listopy.
FIFTH YEAR.
Stories of local history. St^ry of Our Country, as supple-
mentary reading.
SIXTH YEAR.
Read Grandfather's Chair. Local history. Stories from
English and American History. Read a primary history of
United States.
SEVENTH YEAR.
Read Dicken's Child's History of England, Discuss events
that had a particular bearing on our own history,
EIGHTH YEAR.
American History by topics to 1789.
NINTH YEAR.
American History since 1789. Constitution of U. S, State
and City Government, Read Miss Dawes, How We are Gov-
erned.
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Physiology and fiyQizne. — Ppimafy.





Parts of Body. 1. Head, neck, body or trunk. 2.
Arras, right, left. 3. Legs, right, left. 4. Limbs. 5. Posi-
tion of body compared with that of common animals. 6.
Arms, wings and fore legs.
IL
—
Parts of the Head. 1. Crown, back and sides. 2. Hair,
combing and brushing. 3. Face, complexion and washing the
face. 4. Ears, right and left.
in.— Parts of the Face. 1. Forehead, temples, cheeks,
chin, lips. 2. Eyes, eyebrows, eyelashes, eyelids. 3. Nose,
nostrils, bridge of nose. 4. Mouth, teeth, tongue ; cleaning
teeth.
IV. Neck. 1. Throat and back of neck. 2. Protection
and cleanliness.
V. Parts of the Body. 1. Back, chest, stomach. 2.
Shoulders, sides, hips.
VI. Arms. 1. Movements. 2. Joints, shoulders, elbows
and wrists. 3. Upper arm, forearm, wrist.
VII.— Hand. 1. Back, palm, thumb, and fingers. 2.
Joints, fists, knuckles. 3. Forefinger, middle, ring, and little
fingers, thumb. 4. Motions, strength, and use. 5. Nails and





Legs. 1. Motions, proper walking, hip, knee and
ankle joints. 2. Thigh, shin, calf, foot.
IX.
—
Feet. 1. Sole, instep, heel, ball, arch. 2. Tight and
short shoes, cold and damp feet. 3. Cleanliness of feet; neat
shoes and stockings.
THIRD TEAR.
X.— Eye and Sight. 1. Color of the eyes. 2. White of
eye, iris, pupil. 3. Change in pupil for light. 4. Bony sock-
et and eyeball 5. Eyelids, lashes, brows, winking, and
tears. 6. Too little and too much light ; reading at twilight.
7. Holding work too near, looking cross-eyed, and cleanliness.
XI.— Ear and Hearing. 1. Sounds known by the ear;
transmitted by the air and by solids. 2. Direction, pitch and
quality of sounds. 3. Shape of the ear, internal ear, cleanli-
ness of ear. 4. Care of ear; cnld draughts, pulling and
shouting into. 5. Listening attentively and eaves-dropping.
XII. Nose and Smell. 1. Odors; pungent, aromatic,
spicy, etc. 2. Use of smells, determining good food, pure
air, etc. 3. Scent in animals compared with smell in man.
4. Colds, draughts, ventilation, cleanliness, etc.
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XIII.— Ton g}ie and Taste. 1. Tongue and Saliva. 2. Kinds
of flavors ; biiter, sweet, astringent, etc. 3. Chewing gum,
tobacco, etc. 4. Hot and strong drinks. 5. Tbirst and prop-
er time to drink.
XIV.
—
Touch. 1. Use of fingei-s, and delicacy of touch.
2. Rough, smooth, etc. ; cold, hot, etc. ; shape, size, etc. 3.
Cleanliness, blisters, callouses, etc.
I'OUKTH YEAR.
XV.— Teeth. 1. Enamel, crown, root. 2. Cutting teeth, eye-
teeth and double teeth. 3. Two sets, shedding, number. 4,
Cleansing, how and how often. 5. Effects of hot drinks, can-
dy, pickles, biting hard s-ubstances, etc.
XVI.— Skeleton. 1. Skull, spine, ribs, etc. 2. Structure
of bones, hollow and light. 3. Kinds of joints, why joints
move easily ; danger from pulling.
XVII.
—
Muscles. 1. Ai)pearance ; lean meat. 2. Attach-
ment to bones. 3. Action of muscles. 4. Exercise, proper
kinds of play, work and rest.
XVIIT.
—
Skill. 1. Elasticity, pores, perspiration. 2. Cold
draughts, proper clothing. 3. Cleanliness, bathing, dandruff',
etc.
XIX. Girculcition. 1. AVhere the blood is, uses of the
blood and heart, and the pulse. 2. Arteries, veins. 3. Tight
bands, tight clothes, warmth, exercise, wounds.
XX. Respiration. 1. Pure and impure blood, windpipe
and lungs, how to breathe. 2. Pure air and how to get it.
3. Odors and dust, clean bodies and clothes, and out-of-d< or
exercise.
XXI. Digestion. 1. Use of teeth and saliva, eating slow-
ly, drinking when eating. 2. Proper kinds of food and drink ;
tea, candy, pickles, etc. 3. Regular and late meals, chewing
gum, etc.
FIFTH YEAR.
Digestion. Anatonw, phy-iology and hygiene of the diges-
tive organs. Foods. Effects of Alcohol. Circulation. Anat-
omy of the organs. Physiology and hygiene.
SIXTH YEAR.
Revieio work of Grade 5. Respiration. Anatomy, physiol-
ogy and hygiene. Respiration in aquatic animals. Dress.
Ventilation. Disinfection. Nervous system. Stimulants and
narcotics.
SEVENTH YEAR.




Revieiv. The Skin. Bathing. Clothing, Bones and mus-
cles. J^xercise.
XINTH YEAR.
Review of the whole subject with text books. Emergencies.
OUTUI|MH OF UJOIRK IN MUSIC. 1889-90.
(iEORGE I). WHITTIER, DIRECTOR.
FIRST YEAR.
Rote songs from First Music Retnier, in various keys. Scale
ladder and modulat >r.
SECOND YEAR.
Chart No. 1, first half. Time and Time Language. First
Music Reader.
THIRD YEAR.
First Reader, and Chart No. 1 completed. Two part sing-
ing.
FOURTH YEAR.
Chromatic and Minor Scales. "Write the same in A Minor
and E Minor. Write signatures, ke^'s of G, D, A, E, F, B flat,
E flat, and A flat. Second Reader,'^Part I.
FIFTH YEAR.
Second Reader. Chart No. 2, first half. Two part singing.
Review of work of preceding years.
SIXTH YEAR.
Second Reader. Chromatic and Minor Scales. Chart No.
2. Writing exercises in yarious keys.
SEVENTH YEAR.
Second Reader finished. Third Reader begun. Study last
page of chart.
EIGHTH YEAR.
Third Reader. Review Chart No. 2. Study Bass Clef.
XINTH YEAR.
Third Reader and supplementary. Three and four part
songs.
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Course of Instruction in Form Study and Drawing.
1889 -90.
FIRST TKA15.
Solids.—Sphere, cube, cylinder, and square prism. 1. Study
as wholes, as to surface, faces, edges, corners. 2. Model in
cla}-, also simple objects based on them, as beads, boxes, fruit,
etc.
Tablets.—Circle, square, oblong, serai-circle. 1. Arwvge
tablets and sticks for borders. 2. Draw arrangements.
Points.—Positions, center, top, bottom, left side, riglit side,
and the four corners. Develop ideas of distance— 1 inch, 2
inches.
Lines.— Kinds: straight, curved. Positions: horizontal,
vertical, oblique. Relations: perpendicular, parallel, inclined.
Colors: light, dark. Give dictation exercises on lines, using
slate, practice paper and blackboard. Teach bisect and quad-
risect.
Colors.—Primaiy and secondary. White's Industrial Draw-
ing Revised No. 1 to be used as a guide for the teacher in mod-
eling, color work, stick laying, etc. Review frequently.
SECOND YEAR.
MODELS AND OBJECTS STUDIED.
Solids.—Ellipsoid, ovoid, right triangular prism, equilateral
triangular prism.
Tablets.— Ellipse, oval, right-angled triangle, equilateral
triangle.
Objects.—Boxes, brush broom, cup and saucer, etc .
Design.—Arrange tablets and sticks to illustrate repetition
and alternation in borders and centers. Draw arrangements.
Colors.— P-imary and secondary, also tints: pink, straw,
lemon, etc. As in the previous year, modeling, studying the
surfaces, arranging tablets of form similar to the surface of
the solids, folding and cutting the shape of the tablets and
drawing the edges of the forms and objects studied. Pay
more attention to pencil holding this ;\ear.
Books.— No. 2, the first half year. No. 3, the second half
THIRD YEAR.
MODELS AND OBJECTS STUDIED.
Solids.—Cone, Square Pyramid, and Vase forms.
Tablets.—Isosceles triangle and square.
Objects.—Tumbler, cuj) and saucer, preserve jar. brick, etc.
AftcM- reviewing iho work of the tir.-;t two years thoroughly on
slat', paper and l)lackl)o:ird, drill carefidly upon angles and
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their application. Use the plain geometric figures for the
mailing of decorative arrangement, illustrating symmetry ana
repetition, and dnnv the forms or arrangements thus constructed.
Give dictation exercises on lines and angles. Teach bisect,
quadrisect and trisect. Model solids and type forms in clay.
Books.—No. 3 the first half year. No. 4 the second half
year.
FOUr4TH YEAIJ.
Review work of the previous years. Illusti-ate by paper
folding and cutting. Frofti pyramids triangular prisms and
objects based on them, teach :
—
1. Triangles:—Right-angled, isosceles, equilatei'al ; and
terms base, altitude and apex.
2. Squares, oblongs, diameters and diagonals.
3. Construct these forms by cutting from paper. Make
drawings of these forms and objects and figures based on them.
Frequent dictation and memory exercises. Blank pages of
books to be used for model and object drawing.
Rooks—No. 4 the first half year. No. 5 the second half
year.
KIFTII YEAR.
Review thorongJdy the work of previous years. Teach
rhombus, pentagon, hexagon, octagon. Show the application
of ihe pentagon and hexagon in nature. Study leaf and
flower forms. Present beautiful olijects to stimulate the love
of beauty in form, color and design.
In design use geometric forms of colored pai)er, making ar-
rangements to illustrate repetition, alternation, symmetry, and
repetition over a surface.
In color teach the names of all the common colors, and cul-
tivate a taste for beautiful combinations of color in design, etc.
Constru t objects from the geometric drawings, using paper,
card board, wood, etc. Give dictation and memory exercises.
Books.—No. 5 the first half year. No. 6 the second half
year. Blank pages to be used for object drawing.
SIXTH TEAR.
Review previous work. From the hemisphere, cone, cylinder,
and objects based on them, teach :—circle and its parts, semi-
circle, quadrant, circumference, diameter, radius, arc, chord.
Construct fhe plane figures by cutting from paper. Make
drawings of these forms, and objects and figures containing
them, and then combinations with figures previousl3' studied.
Continue dictation and memory exercises.
In design use paper geometric forms, both simple and modi-
fied, illustrating repetition, alternation, and symmetry. Teach
principles of contrast, variety, and harmony. Study harmony
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of color, strive to obtain beauty of proporlion and outline in
the units of design.
N. B. Encourage home drawing from objects.
Books.—No. 6 tlie first half year. No. 7 the second half
year. Blank pages to be used for model or object drawing.
SEVENTH YEAR.
From models and objects teach :
—
1. Ellipse ; long diameter, short diameter, foci.
2. Oval.
3. Compound and reversed curves. Construct the plane
figures by cutting from paper, wood, etc. Make drawings of
these forms, and objects and figures based on them. Construct
objects from the drawings, using suitable materials.
In design, sketch plant forms from nature : Study natural
forms : conventionalized : main lines, unity variety. Designs
may be applied to the decoration of simple objects as penwipers,
book-marks, card-cases, etc.
Rectangular and cylindrical objects studied. Continue dic-
tation and memory exercises. Encourage home drawing.
Books. No. 7 the first half year. No. 8 the second half
3'ear. Blank pages to be used for model and object drawing.
EIGHTH AND NINTH YEARS.
Review :—Circle, ellipse, oval and vase forms, compound
and reversed curves, circular, elliptical, ovoid and applications.
Spiral :—Construct by cutting from paper. Make drawings
of these forms and objects and figures based on them, including
natural vegetable forms, shells, etc. Construct objects from the
drawings where practicable.
In design make balanced arrangements, using geometric in-
closing forms, main lines, and conventionalized plant forms.
Make designs for carpets, wall-papers, towels, calico, hand-
kerchiefs, vases, cups, etc. ; also, design for pencil-sharpener,
match-safe, etc. ; and constriict. Perfectly natural plant forms
should not be used in designs ; however, have pupils make
pictorial representations of plants, with buds and flowers, in
connection with their lessons in object drawing, for the
purpose of securing the elements of design.
Definitions as found on the covers of Books 9 and 10.
Historic Ornament:—The same or similar elements as treat-
ed by the Egyptian, the Greek, the Byzantine, the Roman, the
Saracenic and the Gothic schools.
Reading, analyzing an(\ drawing apparent forms and objects.
Singly and groiqis of rectangular solids, triangular prism,
—
Light and shade on the solids.




Working drawings of elementary geometric forms, with ap-
plit-atioiis in familiar objects : two and tlu-ee views.
Natural floral forms and their conventionalization ; followed
by their combinations in original radial designs.
Histoiic ornament, continued.
From the cone, pyramid, and objects based on them and
other forms ; make freehand sketches and ivorking draicivgs ;
mark dimensions, draw to scale ; make developments of square
and triangular prism, cube and other forms ; construct of paper
and card board.
Freehand perspective draivings illustrating foreshorten ivg and
the convergence of retreating parcdlel lines.
Definitions as found on covers of Books 11 and 12.
In design make bi-symraetric arrangements, using geometric
inclosing forms, main lines and conventionalized plant forms.
Ajiplied desig)i
:
—draw some object and design an ornament
for it. Goblets, tumblers, gold and silver w (re, tea-sets, tiles,
lace-work, embroidery ; design for stone-cutting, wood-carving,
iron work. Any of the above subjects are suitable.
Study light, shade, reflected light, cast shadow.
Charcoal Sketching :—Shading the sphere, cone, vase forms,
fruit, etc.
Books.—No. 11 the first half year. ) i . p,
No. 12 the second half year. |
^^^ ^'''^^^•
No. 13 the first half year—2cl and 3d Classes.
(iENERAL directions FOR TEACHERS OF ALL GRADES.
1
.
Teachers will please see that the dratving books are col-
lected at the close of each lesson.
2. Keep manilla paper constantly on hand, as it is desir-
able in many cases for pupils to m ke preliminary drawings
before attempting the lesson in the book.
3. Insist on light lines, and long pencil holding Hold-
ing the pencil near the point invariabl}- causes poor work.
4. Use the pencil always upon the side, both when sketch-
ing and when lining in.
5. Pencils should not be sharpened to a Jine point.
6. All lines, straight and curved including circles and el-
lipses, must be sketched with the arm movement.
7. Position for a circle : the same as for a vertical line :
pencils leaning toward the right ; begiib at the lower part and
go towards the left.
8. Each teacher will please have a drawing book of her
own.
9. If holidays fall on the days when the drawing lessons
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would come, lessons must be given on other rial's, if the book
cannot be finished in the time appointed.
10. First books of the 3'ear are to be completed by Feb. 1.
/Second books by 3Iay 15. Pupils have viore interest in their
work if their books are neat and clean ; therefore teachers
m,ust insist that each pupil bring a p^ece oj cloth to keep in
his drawing book. Paper does not answer the same purpose.
ANNIE E. SMART,
Teacher of Drawing:.
One Yeaf's UJoPk in popm and CoIop.
MODELS SPHERE, CUBE, CYLINDER AND SQUARE PRISM.
FIRST WEEK.
Lesson 1. Form lesson ; Sphere. It is round : will roll and
stand.
" 2. Form lesson ; Name, or bring objects like sphere.
" 3. Language lesson ; Teach name, review activities.
•' 4. Form lesson ; Modeling; Sphere.
SECOND WEEK.
Lesson 1. Form lesson ; Cube. Compare sphere and cube;
learn its activities.
" 2. Form lesson ; Name, or bring objects like a cube.
" 3. Language lesson ; Teach name, drill and review.




Review name and activities of cube and sphere.
Building arrauiiements of cube and sphere, mak-
ing sentences to describe their position.
3. Modeling ; Balls, marbles, beads. '
4. Name, or bring objects nearly spheres.
EOUIiTII WEEK.
Lesson 1. Modeling; Chenies and oranges.
" 2. Reviews ; Distinguish by sight and touch both
solids.
" 3. Reviews; Language drill, name, activities and
building.
" 4. Modeling; Lump of sugar, box, dice,
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FIFTH WEEK.
Lesson 1 . Form lesson ; Cylinder ; compare with cube and
sphere.
" 2. Form lesson ; Develop activities. Roll, slide and
stand.
*' 3. Form lesson ; Xame '' Cylinder." Find objects like
a cylinder.
'• 4. Modeling; Cylinder.
SIXTH WEEK.
Le«son 1. Building arrangements with cube, sphere and cylin-
der.
'' 2. Modeling; Cylinder to make a better one.
3. Review ; by sight and touch the three solids.
" 4. Modeling; Firecrackers; rolling pin.
SEVENTH WEEK.
Lesson 1. Language lesson. Review name and activities of
all.
'• 2. Form lesson ; Review modeling the three solids.
"- 3. Form lesson ; Make spheres and make bunch of
grapes.
" 4. Form lesson ; Hemispheres— learn how made.
EKiHTII WEEK.
Lesson 1 . Model small spheres for beads, cut a cube into
eight small ones and make into beads— save
eight of each.
'^ 2. Name objects like hemispheres.
*•' 3. Compare four solids and learn activities of hemis-
phere.
" 4. Model spheres and cut into hemispheres.
NINTH WEEK.
Lesson 1. Model spheres, cut in halves; make bird's nest
and dipper,
" 2. Find objects based on two of the forms taught.
" 3. Building with any or all the solids for language.
" 4. Modeling sphere ; tea kettle, cup.
TENTH WEEK.
Lesson 1. Form lesson ; Square prism compare with cube and
cylinder.
"• 2. Form lesson ; Name objects like a square prism.
" 3. Form lesson ; Model cube, cut twice lengthwise for
prism.

















Model cylinder— flatten for square
Lesson 1.





Form lesson ; Surface— surface is outside.
Form lesson ; Model sphere, name objects with
surface like sphere.
TWELFTH WEEK.
Name round surface. Find such surfaces.
Find objects with surface like cylinder.
Name "curved surface," compare with round sur-
face.
Model object with " curved surface."
THIRTEENTH ^^EEK.
Review round and curved surface.
Make clay tablets and imbed sphere and cylinder.
Compare surface of cube and sphere.
Find surfaces like spheres, and cubes.
FOURTEENTH WEEK.
Teach "plane" surface. Review language.
Model sphere, cut in halves—save one.
Model cylinder, cut in two lengthwise,—save one.
Review all surfaces by sight and touch.
EIFTEENTH WEEK.
Make tablets of clay and imbed cube six times,
in form of Latin cross, sphere and cylinder,
save tablets.
Compare and describe surface from tablets saved.
Model cube, cylinder and square prism. Cut six
or eight tablets from each, saving the
squares, ciicles, and oblongs cut off.
Have the solids and tablets from last lesson com-
pared and select the tablets agreeing with
the solid.
SIXTEENTH WEEK.
Children have cube, cylinder and prism and find
the parts of the surface, noting number of
each.
Teach name " face" for part of surface. Drill.
Teach plane and curved surface.




Lessou 1. Develop idea of '' edge" find aud name edges.
" 2. Teach straight and curved edge, using cube, hemis-
phere and half cylinder.
'' 3. Have children bring objects having straight and
curved edges.
'• 4. Fold a paper strip 5 inches long by 1 inch wide
about a cube to show the edo-es.
KIGHTEEXXH WEEK.
Lesson 1. Children cut at home the folded strip of last les-
son and bring the squares to school. Arrange
for a border.
" 2. Press paper on end of cylinder eight times, cut the
circles and save for borders.
" 3. Color lesson. Red. See book No. 1.
" 4. Arrange cubes and spheres for a border, same
using squares and circles.
NINETEENTH WEEK.
Lesson 1 . Press paper in prism or flat side of half cylinder ;
cut out the oblong and save for borders, (four
oblongs).
" 2. Compare cube and prism ; select tablets to corres-
pond.
" 3. Color lesson. Review red. Be certain the children
know the color before giving the name.
" 4. Building with all the solids, using clay or wooden
ones.
TWENTIETH WEEK.
Lesson 1. Teach corner. Inside, outside and face corner.
" 2. Fold a paper square for its diameters, cut one-half
of one and fold one-quarter of the square on
the other to make corners.
" 3. Teach idea of vertical.
•' 4. Build with solids— arrange tablets to agree.
TWENTY-FIRST WEEK.
Lesson I. Color lesson. Yellow.
" 2. Pencil holding— take pencil at the middle and give
arm movement doivn— counting five.
" 3. Border of squares and oblongs, same with sticks.
" 4. Arm movement down. (Do not use slates yet).
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TWENTY-SECOND WEEK.
Lesson 1. Review colors, red and yellow.
" 2. Arm straight in front, hand turned over, make ver-
tical lines in front in the air— count five.
" 3. Draio long lines down on slate or paper. Long
pencil.










Draw long lines down. Long pencil holding.
Teach horizontal, using objects.
Color lesson. Blue.
Lay splints or tooth picks for vertical and horizontal
edges.
TWENTY-FOURTH WEEK.
Movement in air across for horizontal lines.
Review priraaiy colors.
Color lesson. Orange, show how made.
Draw long lines across slate or paper.
TWENTY-FIFTH WEEK.
Lesson 1. Lay with toothpicks, face of cube, of prism
cylinder.
" 2. Draw lines using term horizontal.
" 3. Color lesson. Make green.
" 4. Arm movement alternately down and across.
and
TWENTY-SIXTH WEEK.
Lesson 1. Lay border of horizontal and vertical sticks.
*•' 2. Draw long lines alternating down and across.
" 3. Color lesson. Make purple.
'' 4. Bisection—use term "middle"—teach by paper
folding.
TWENTY-SEVENTH WEEK.
Lesson 1. Bisect with men. See book No. 1. Give term.
" 2. Review secondary colors.
" 3. Stick laying at pleasure.
" 4. Tablet laying at pleasure.
TWENTY-EIGHTH WEEK.
Lesson 1 . Review all the solids by sight, name activities and
names.
" 2. Review details of surface.
'' 3. Review vertical, horizontal and bisection.
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TWEXTY-NINXa WEEK.
Lessou 1. Make picture of corner (hook No. 1.) La}' sticks
for face of cube
;
place points at corners or
made of sticks.
" 2. Place points on opposite sides of slate, practice,
ftighting "points"—but not drawing lines.
Count two.
*' 3- Review colors, children bringing and naming
colors.
*' 4. Model apple and sphere. Cut spheres and make
halves of apples.
THIRTIETH WEKK.
Lesson 1. Place and sight points ; draw lines connecting five.
2. Modeling. Make box, mallet, toadstool, pin cush-
ion.
" 2. Place points one inch from corners. Use tube to
test. (Boo'i No. 1.)
" 4. Modeling. Lemon and potato from sphere.
THIRTY-FIRST WEEK.
Lesson 1. La}' with sticks face of cube, cylinder, prism, place
points and draw.
" 2. Model prism—cut lengthways on a diagonal for a
triangular prism.
" 3. Fold a paper cylinder and both prisms.
" 4. Modeling, both prisms and make house.
THIRTY-SECONl> WEEK.
Lesson 1. Review inch from corners and bisection,
" 2. Model any object based on cube and prism.
" 3. Review solids by sight and touch.
" 4. Model 2 pears, save the best of each one's work.
THIRTY-THIRD WEEK.
Lesson 1. Color lesson. With colored crayon color clay ap-
ple.
'' 2. Arrange squares for a border and draw. (Size 1
inch.)
" 3. Modeling anything based on hemisphere.




Lesson I. Color lesson. Use crayon and color oranges and
pears saved.
" 2. Build with cnbe and cylinder, lay with tablets and
draw.
" 3. Memory lesson. Lay same lesson with sticks.
" 4. Modeling. Any form based on cylinder.
THIRTY-FIFTH WEEK.
Lesson 1. Model cube and cylinder, cut tablets and make
crackers.
" 2. Review colors.
" 3. Model a nut, or acorn.
"• 4. Bisection.
THIRTY-SIXTH WEEK.
Lesson 1. Review solids—name and activities and tablets.
" 2. Modeling at pleasure.
" 3. Review or model.
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DIRECTORY OF TEACHERS.
NAME. SCHOOr.. GRADE. RESIDENCE.
Beane, Sarah R Plains I-IX Newington
Boylston, Joseph Walker VIII and IV 21 Islington street.
.
Brown, AVendell P Haven VIII and IX 5 Melcher,
Clark, Irene O Jones V 42 State
Drake, Susan F Lafayette I-IX Banfield Road
Emery, Jessie F Cabot street....Training Prin 9 Islington street.
Farrington, Martha Cabot street. ...II 31 Cabot
Ferguson, Mary L Cabot street... . 1 140 State
Gilbert, Annie P Spalding I-IV 22 Cass
Ham, Florence A Franklin I, II 70 Maplewood Ave.
Haven, Abbie L Haven 1 7 High
Knox, CarrieW Haven II Water
Lamprey, Annie L Woodbury I-IX Newington Road ....
Laughton, Margaret J..Haven VI, VII 18 Gates
MagraAv, Emma J. W... .High Assistant 17 Sehopl
Mathes, Frances A High Assistant 1 Rock
Montgomery, John S Penmanship 10 Cabot
Morrison. Annie L Cabot street... .Ill ig Austin
Morss, Charles H Superintendent. . 8 Richards Avenue.
Newton, Alice J Franklin I II-V 22 Dennett street..
.
Newton, Ellen A Walker Ill, IV 22 Dennett
Pickering, J. Edward. ..Jones IX 5 High
Pickering, Lura H Walker VII 8 Summer
Pierce, Nellie F Jones VII, VIII 30 Deer
Prescott, Josephine F...Walker VI 6 Sheafe
Prescott, Mary E Peabody I, II ^ Sheafe
Remick, Harriet M Sewing 1 Summer
Rothwell, Matilda F Haven IV, V 15 South
Sanderson, Florence E.. Haven Ill 1 Meet'g house hill.
Shackley, Ida E Jones VI 70 Islington street.
.
Smart, Annie E Drawing 26 South
Upton, Irving H High Principal 21 Islington
Wiggin, Eleanore O Haven Ill, IV 23 South
^^^littier, George D Music 31 South
AVright, Fannie E., High Assistant 30 Deer
Pupil Teachers in Training Sehool.
NAME. GRADE. RESIDENCE.
Berry, Alice M Junior Court street
Farrington, Mabel E Senior 31 Cabot
Morrison, Nellie F Junior 18 Austin
Riley, Anna M Junior 66 Middle
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Page 18. S. Lcibman,
Page 20. Patrick Killian,
Page 21. William H. Smart,
Page 23. W. J. Sampson & Co.,
Page 24. C. E. Grover,
Page 24, Pendexter & Harden,
Page 30. Portsmouth Aqueduct Co.
Page 32. Collector's Commissions,
Page 33. Balance,
16 50.



